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Trommer

Doce Pequeños...Doce Pequeños de Nicaragua 
  by Rosemerry Trommer             
    

First Place – Poetry Winner Writers Studio contest 2013
 
One day, el escorpion. 
Another day, la tarantula.
I learn quickly
to watch 
where I step.

*

Settling into 
this routine: just another
perfect sunset. 

*

Red and voluptuous
this flower
in the wetlands.
We ask the guide
its name. 

Labia de puta, 
he says, 
then translates
with his blush. 

*

The bird
I cannot see
gives me its song. 
I give it
my silence. 
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*

That white-faced monkey, 
that cucaracha, that sparrow, that stone—
always meeting myself. 

*

Never again to return 
to the waterfall
cold rush of  clear
I die a small death.

The trail away from
is worn the same
as the trail toward. 

Not emptiness but
spaciousness grows
around the loss. 
They are the same, 
only not the same. 

In the growing space, 
a parade of  ants
marches past, the cut leaves
on their backs
still bright green. 

*

The waves roll my body
into the sand and
away again. 
Above me, 

the vultures slow
their circling, 
their heads 
so pink against the blue. 
They know 
the time will come
soon enough. 

*

a leaf  falls—
all the arguments
I never had

*

Oh child of  Colorado
crying for the mountains,
do you not feel
how the dark sand  
makes space for 
your every step? 

*

Mama, she says, 
it hurts when I touch here. 
There is a bruise
on her leg
where she ran into her bed. 
I consider telling her
the obvious—
Then don’t touch it, darling.

With my heart, 
I touch those old thoughts. 
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I tell her, I know, querida, 
just what you mean. 

*

in the estuary
the only alligator
the one in my mind

*

I want ask him
what is it like
to live in one place
all your life. 
What is it like
to know one
kind of  food, 
to hear one kind
of  music
to make one kind of  life. 
I want to know
how to say
pleasure in his language,
and is it a word 
he often would use. 
He tells me
about what we see
out the window. 
Trigo. Sorghum. 
Platanos. Melon. 
I nod and smile, 
understanding
so little of  what he says. 
I want to ask
if  the women 

TrommerTrommer

here are happy,
if  people listen,
if  he wonders
about who he is.
Instead, I say, 
Que bonita, 
esta isla donde vive. 
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Barbara and...Barbara and the Bear

 by Kathy Kaiser 

 
First Place – Fiction Writers Studio contest 2013

When the bear walked into her cabin, Barbara was napping. Even 
though it had been several months since the chemotherapy ended, she 
was tired all the time. It was all she could do to get herself  dressed in the 
morning, make a pot of  coffee, pour milk over her cereal.

But when she heard the noise, it sounded louder than Dan trying 
to find a pot to make soup in, even though he liked to make a commotion 
when he cooked, as if  to let her know the extreme effort he was making. 
Besides, if  she remembered right, he had gone into town to have the blades 
sharpened on his saw, so he could finally get rid of  the trees that had been 
blown over in last spring’s terrible wind storm. Trees 50 feet tall that had 
stood there for a hundred years. It made her want to cry.

She struggled to rouse herself, reaching for her robe, as the noise 
continued from the kitchen. 

“Who’s there?” It was a weak cry, one she could hardly hear above 
the racket. But she had a good idea what was going on. For the past month, 

a black bear had been trying to 
get into their car at night; they 
found its claw marks on the door 
panels in the morning. On this 
warm summer day, she had left 
the front door open, the better to 
hear the rush of  wind from the 
pines, but had hooked the screen 
door, a silly defense, she realized, 
against a full-grown bear. She 
could imagine its long, almost 
delicate claws, pulling open the 
screen door or, worse, tearing off  
the screen.

 On this warm summer 
day, she had left the door open, 
the better to hear the rush of  
wind from the pines, but had 
hooked the screen door shut, 
a silly defense, she realized, 
against a full-grown bear.

Her impulse to rush out there and put a halt to the bedlam was 
tempered by the dizziness, the room swirling, as she sat on the edge of  the 
bed. She hated this damn powerlessness, she who had prided herself  on 
being in control all her life. By the time she got into the kitchen, the bear 
had eaten half  the pound cake on the kitchen table. It was one of  the few 
foods that tasted good to her.

 The first thing that hit her was its smell, something raw, earthy, 
overpowering. The second was the mess in her kitchen. The coffee pot 
had been pushed off  the counter, and coffee was pooling on the floor. The 
kitchen chairs were upturned, the cabinets open with boxes and cans of  
food spilling onto the counter and floor. All these months of  trying to keep 
some order and sanity in her life and, in one afternoon, this animal had 
destroyed it all. She grabbed for the closest thing she could find, a broom, 
and started swinging, with an energy she didn’t know she had. 

With the first smack, it looked at her with some curiosity.

“Get out of  here, you big dumb animal!”

It lifted its head from the casserole it had pulled from the refrigerator, 
measuring her. How big a threat was she?

Barbara maneuvered herself  behind the kitchen table, looking 
toward the broken screen door. 

“Get out of  my kitchen. Look what you’ve done!”

She continued whacking at it, with all the fury she had, the broom 
landing on its back, but the bear seemed to hardly notice and kept eating. 
Barbara realized she had never been this close to a bear. Many times 
when she and Dan went for their early morning walks, down the road and 
across the creek, along the willow bushes and aspens, to where the valley 
opened up and they could see Mount Meeker with the first pink light, they 
occasionally saw a bear, disappearing into the pine trees. They might see 
its paw prints in the rocky soil or its multicolored poop, full of  berries and 
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Kaiser

other things they couldn’t identify. But, in her kitchen, it seemed huge, 
its fur thick, shiny and almost soft looking. She had a strange desire to lean 
over the table and stroke it. The bear’s stare was benevolent, as if it was trying 
to figure her out, and she realized she didn’t want to hurt it.

“I just want you out of  my kitchen,” she finally pleaded. “Just 
leave, please.” And she gave it another whack for good measure, but this 
one was softer, almost a pat, as the tears started pouring from her eyes, 
uncontrollably. She felt so tired and so sick of  being tired. She just wanted 
to go back to sleep, curl up in the bed, go someplace in her dreams where 
there was no pain, back to the place where she and Dan would grow 
old together in this cabin they had bought 15 years ago, beneath the 
benevolent presence of  Mount Meeker.

It dropped the casserole dish to the floor, the dish her mother 
gave her when she and Dan got married, 42 years ago, the one with the 
garland of  green vines and pink flowers around the edge. Giving her one 
last glance, the bear lumbered toward the door, which she could now see 
had been torn off  its hinges. She stood and watched it disappear into the 
woods, its big brown body blending with the ponderosas. She stood there 
as long as she could, smelling the pines, feeling the breeze, not wanting to 
deal with the mess behind her.

When Dan came home, he insisted they call the wildlife agency; 
this had gone on too long. It was one thing for the bear to try to get in 
their car but another for it to come into their house. She didn’t have the 
energy to argue with him, and when the wildlife agent, Bill Skinner, came 
to their house she dutifully told him what had happened.

He called them a week or so later, said the same bear had been 
breaking into the cabins up by Route 9. They would have to shoot it; 
it had become too familiar with humans, had forgotten how to survive 
on its own. She accepted this, knew this was department policy, but she 
couldn’t stand to imagine that great creature dead. She kept seeing its eyes, 
how they looked at her, with no malevolence, only curiosity.

Kaiser

A week later, Dan sat on the edge of  their bed, took her hand in 
his, and she knew what he came to tell her. “They had to do it, sweetheart. 
They had no choice.”

She cried again, anyway. That was all the energy she had left for, it 
seemed, to cry for things that were gone, that she would never see again. 
The next winter, when the cancer came back, she cried because she would 
never see the pasqueflowers blooming again or the house wrens making a 
nest on the side of  the garage.

Dan wanted her to do another round of  chemotherapy, but she 
knew it was useless. And when he cried, she got angry. “You’re going to 
have to be strong now. For both of  us.”

That winter it snowed so hard she could hear the snow pellets being 
thrown against the window, could feel the cabin shake in the violent winds.

If  only, she thought, she had touched its fur.
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DevelopedDeveloped 
  by Tiffany Hauck             
   

First Place – Non-Fiction Winner Writers Studio contest 2013

I spent the summer of  my twelfth year typing out the lyrics to Def  
Leppard’s album Pyromania on my Apple IIe. It was 1983, and MTV had 
just swept through America like a rock and roll brushfire. I’d moved past 
the kiddie records of  my childhood, past the early influence of  my sisters, 
who were six years older than me. Now, I watched the parade of  music 
videos on television, hypnotized by the cheesy effects and video feedback, 
and made my own choices about what bands I liked. This made me feel 
empowered and grown up, even though I’d just finished elementary school. 
In the fall, I would attend junior high, where recess and juice boxes would 
give way to school dances, pep assemblies, and the anxiety of  navigating 
hallways and the cafeteria with eighth and ninth graders. 

I grew up in Vancouver, Washington, where our house sat on a 
dead end street, our property threatened by an untamed wilderness that 
began where the street crumbled into dirt. I loved that wilderness – I’d 
ridden my bike through its brambles, had climbed fearlessly into its trees 
– but developers had since quashed the sand dunes and vegetation with a 
housing development. New families moved in, and with them, an influx 
of  kids, many of  whom I became quick friends with. The Baxters lived 
kitty-corner from us, their house the first on our street past the visible sign 
of  fresh sod that marked the new properties from the old. They had three 
children: Bobby, who was my age; Kellie, two years younger than me; and 
Mary, a thirteen-year-old about to enter the eighth grade. 

Mary and I grew close that summer, her friendship a welcome 
distraction from the uncomfortable silence that permeated my home after 
my older sister, Darcy, had dropped out of  high school and moved away 
the previous year. I tiptoed around the house afraid to ask questions about 
what she’d done and where she’d gone, and no one, not even her twin, 
Dina, would talk about what happened. Since the Baxters had arrived 
after the last day of  school that spring, Mary knew no one but me. I saw 

HauckHauck

her friendship as an opportunity for me to branch out toward what would 
become a new life in junior high. 

Our parents worked. Mary’s father hauled goods up and down 
the I-5 corridor in his semi-truck, a job that kept him away several days 
at a time. I spent most of  my summer at their place, bare feet hanging 
over the edge of  Mary’s bed, listening to Z100 on the radio or watching 
MTV in their living room. Sometimes, all three kids tuned their stereos to 
the same station and opened the front windows of  the house so we could 
lounge in the shade of  their front yard and listen to music. Their home 
became a safe-haven, a place I saw as inhabited by a normal family where 
all children were properly accounted for.

One day, I reclined on a lawn chair while Mary painted my toenails, 
something I’d never done myself. As a perennial tomboy, I preferred dirt-
bikes and stickball to nail polish. Until the housing development had 
sprouted up like a field of  mushrooms the previous year and the Baxters 
moved in, my only girlfriend had been Wendy Morgan, a girl my age 
who lived up the street. While Wendy was definitely more of  a girl’s-girl, 
we’d never put makeup or nail polish on each another, which made my 
friendship with Mary seem unique. 

Mary and I lounged on the front lawn and The Eurythmics’ “Sweet 
Dreams” pulsated through the front windows of  the house. Mary screwed 
up her face in concentration, trying to keep the bright orange polish on 
my toenails and off  my skin.

Just then, a cute boy rode by on his bike and waved at Mary. His 
light brown hair hung into his eyes, the tips of  the strands blonde from 
the summer sun.

“Hi there!” she called with a smile.

My eyes followed as he banked his bike around the corner and 
disappeared behind a house. Though the development had been there a 
while, not all the houses were rented or sold yet, and many of  them stood 
empty. Of  those occupied, I knew all the kids around my age – but I didn’t 
know this boy.
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“Who was that?” I asked. My eyes locked on the location where 
he’d disappeared.

“Joe Watson,” said Mary. “He’s spending the summer with his 
uncle who lives over there.”  She waved her hand in the general direction 
of  the far corner of  the development, beyond a large tree that shadowed 
his departure. “He’s Kellie’s boyfriend.”

“But she’s only ten,” I said. My sudden interest in him intensified 
once I knew he belonged to someone else. Though only twelve, I already 
had a habit of  setting unrealistic goals for myself. I knew even without 
Kellie as competition the chances of  me snagging a boy like Joe were 
slim. Though both Wendy and Mary had meticulous hair teased high 
with Aquanet, I had yet to discover hair dryers or curling irons, let alone 
makeup. With my unruly dark hair, I tended to appear as if  I had just 
rolled out of  bed and crawled into my summer uniform: dirty shorts and 
a t-shirt. 

“He’s thirteen,” said Mary, still concentrating on my nails, “but he 
saw Kellie and snapped her up right away.”

I glanced over to where Kellie 
sat on the Baxters’ front stoop, playing 
with Barbie dolls in quiet animation. 
True, Kellie had natural beauty and 
long blonde hair that ended in ringlets, 
but at only ten, she seemed childish and 
reminded me of  Cindy, the youngest 
Brady girl. As Mary beautified my 
toenails, I leaned back in the lawn 
chair and thought about the mystery 

of  Joe and Kellie. I wondered how he had snuck into the neighborhood 
without my knowing, and how she had come to be the girl he’d chosen 
to spend his time with, even though I felt sure he could never want a 
ruffian like me. As only an adolescent girl can, I went from oblivious to 
fascinated to jealous to self-criticizing in the span of  only ten minutes. 

HauckHauck

As a perennial 
tomboy, I preferred dirt-
bikes and stickball to 
nail polish.

That Saturday morning, I walked across the street to see Mary. 
Mr. Baxter, home from a week on the road, stood in his driveway spraying 
hose water onto his gold Cadillac. Whenever Mr. Baxter was home I’d see 
him out there, wearing nothing but a pair of  short cutoffs, cleaning the 
car and buffing it with wax until the coat shimmered in the daylight. 

When I walked up the driveway, water from the spray landed on 
my bare legs and sandaled feet. Childish for a moment, I splashed in the 
soapy puddle that had formed on the cement. Mr. Baxter turned at the 
sound.

“Hey, Tiffany,” he said. His attention startled me. Though I spent 
significant time with his kids, I didn’t often interact with Mr. Baxter 
privately. He seemed nice, but sometimes made me feel wary. Whenever 
he spoke, I found myself  staring at the thick gold chain nestled in the 
excessive body hair that grew up his neck like uncut grass. He embarrassed 
me once during a Baxter family dinner when he singled me out and asked 
why I didn’t have a boyfriend. When I stuttered to answer, he laughed and 
said, “It’s probably because you look like a boy.”  Before I cast my eyes 
down, I noticed Mary and Mrs. Baxter exchange an uncomfortable look. 
They’d seemed as mortified as me.

“You coming to the lake with us today?” he asked. He gestured 
to a red speedboat that sat next to the garage. “Gonna take the boat out. 
Supposed to be hot.”  

I’d gone with them before. Mr. Baxter would park the boat in the 
middle of  Lacamas Lake and we kids would dive off  the sides to cool 
ourselves in the water. The fact that he asked me directly instead of  going 
to my parents made me feel momentarily grown-up, as if  I could make 
decisions for myself, so I said, “Sure.”

“No plans with your family today?”

I looked over my shoulder at the empty driveway in front of  my 
house and shook my head. Since Darcy had left, my family had grown 
distant, divided by the gaping hole where my sister used to be. Her room 
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sat empty as if  she might walk through the door any day. Every once 
in awhile, when no one was around, I’d sneak in and sit on the floor. 
The pink and green striped wallpaper my mother hung when Darcy was 
young seemed somehow offensive, and I imagined I could empathize 
with Darcy’s desire to escape. I noted the darker squares on the paper 
where posters of  Cheap Trick and Boston had once decorated the walls, 
and I tried to slide into Darcy’s shoes and understand how she’d felt living 
here and why she’d gone. I could barely stand the uncertainty that filled 
the space she’d left, which drew my attention whether I wanted it to or 
not, and so I didn’t like being at home, especially not when I could be on 
the lake with my friends.

“No,” I said to Mr. Baxter. “We’ve got no plans at all.”

After Mr. Baxter drove us to the lake that afternoon, he popped 
a Rainier beer and turned on the transistor radio he kept on the boat. 
Mary and I dove into the undulating waves and played tag. Lake water 
ran off  my forehead and into my mouth when I laughed, momentarily 
forgetting the off-kilter uneasiness I wore from Darcy’s absence. 

Bobby was away with Mrs. Baxter, and Kellie sat by herself  on the 
boat’s bow, feet dangling into the water as she stared into the murk.

I watched her for a moment while I treaded water, then asked 
Mary, “What’s with your sister?”

She rolled her eyes. “My dad made her break up with Joe. Said 
she’s too young to have a boyfriend.”

I remembered Joe’s new single status the next week when I 
encountered him sitting on the curb in front of  his uncle’s house, flipping 
through a stack of  baseball cards. He looked up when I rolled to a stop 
in front of  him.

“Hey,” I said. “You’re Joe.”

He nodded. “You’re Mary’s friend.”

HauckHauck

“Yeah.”

The two of  us looked at each other for a moment almost as if  our 
meeting had been planned. I broke the gaze first and felt stupid. He had 
to know I liked him. How could a cute boy like him want anything to do 
with me, a girl who couldn’t even apply her own toenail polish or makeup?  
I shook my head a little to myself, thinking, Stupid, then put a foot back on 
my pedal, readying for escape.

He jerked his head at the house behind him. “Wanna come inside?”

He stood up and I followed, dropping my bike on his front lawn 
then trailing him through the door of  his uncle’s empty house. And that’s 
how Joe Watson and I began going together.

A face full of  saliva, two mouths wide open in the inexperienced 
30-minute French kiss of  adolescence. Joe and I spent a week of  afternoons 
like this, side-by-side and horizontal on his neatly made twin bed in the 
dim interior of  his uncle’s house. I have no recollection of  a first kiss, no 
memories of  meaningful conversation, no idea how the two of  us ended 
up the way we did. Our make-out sessions involved zero passion, none of  
the groping and grinding that would come later with teenage boys pumped 
full of  unpredictable hormones. Sometimes, Joe would smoke pot out of  
a small wooden pipe he told me he’d made in shop class. I shook my head 
when he offered it, and he said, “You don’t know what you’re missing.”

Between make-out sessions, we turned on MTV and he cooked us 
lunch – Kraft macaroni and cheese, the cheap kind with small noodles 
coated in orange milky powder. Then we kissed some more until the 
afternoon when my parents and his uncle were due home. The next day, 
I’d show up at his house late in the morning and we’d start all over again. 
I’d made out before with other boys I had “gone with” in the fifth and sixth 
grades, short couplings made all the more dramatic by our youth, but I’d 
never stretched out in a boy’s bed or made out for such extended periods 
of  time. I’d never been so unsupervised. 
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My parents had no idea where I spent my days, nor did they ask. 
Their jobs kept them away most of  the day. When they finally arrived 
home, they separated – my mother crashed out in front of  the television, 
my father with a beer and a paperback at the kitchen table. They trusted 
Dina and I enough to leave us to our own devices, and I remember them 
now as more exhausted than disinterested. On occasion, when I’d pop 
in at the house in the middle of  the day, Dina might ask where I’d been. 
She’d toss the question to me as a courtesy, something she felt entitled 
to ask since my parents left her in charge in their absence. As I ran past 
the family room door on my way out, I’d yell to her, “Nowhere,” or “at 
a friend’s,” or (depending on my mood) “none of  your business.”  Any 
response she had to my disrespect got buried by the sound of  the front 
door when I slammed it shut and the echo of  my tennis shoes slapping 
across the pavement as I ran back to Joe’s.

Because most of  my friends were boys and I preferred sports to 
more feminine pursuits, the boys at school tended to overlook me when 
they searched for girlfriends. The popular boys wanted girls who already 
wore bras and liked to kiss, like my good friend, Wendy Morgan. Once 
those girls used the boys up and passed them around, someone like me 
might have a chance. Wendy would promote me to boys she’d already 
burned through, remind them I might not be pretty, but I was open to 
making out, and they’d give in for awhile, until, I imagine, they decided 
that being with me was less palatable than being alone. The thing about 
Joe was I got to him first. Sure, he’d gone with Kellie for a while, but I 
guessed by the amount of  time I’d seen her at the Baxter house she never 
snuck away for entire weekdays to make out with him as I had. True, no 
one knew about us – not even Mary, who I’d been avoiding to spend time 
with Joe ¬– but he wanted to spend time with me, and that made him 
special. My heart fluttered whenever I thought of  him, and I figured this 
could only be love.

 During the second week of  our whirlwind romance, Joe and I 
broke up. One afternoon, after we made out on his bed in the usual 
fashion, he stood up to take a break. He walked across the bedroom to his 
desk and took a hit of  pot.

HauckHauck

“So,” he said, his voice tight from holding his breath. “You wanna 
do it, or what?”  

He blew out a long stream of  smoke.

“‘Do it’?” 

“Have sex.”

Of  course. I should have known he would want to move further 
than whatever base we’d been lounging on. After all, he was an older boy. 
He took another hit then lay back down on the bed. He put his hand on 
the side of  my face, his eyes hooded with shallow lids.

“What do you think?” he asked. He reached down to tug at the 
snap on my jeans.

I panicked. 

“Uh,” I started, trying to buy myself  some time. I sat up with such 
violence that Joe jumped back, letting go of  my pants. 

“I’ve got a rubber,” he said, then he shrugged. “It’s up to you.”

I wasn’t opposed to having sex. I’d seen Coming Home at the drive-in 
with Wendy, and Jane Fonda didn’t seem scared in the sex scene I’d seen 
through the panicked fingers of  Wendy’s mother, who hadn’t anticipated 
the nudity and tried to cover my eyes. Sex seemed like something you just 
did, like making out. The stupidity of  the moment, the thing that made 
me hop out of  Joe’s bed and stammer my way to the door, was the dirty 
underwear I had on – big, white, granny style underwear, the only kind 
my mother ever bought me. There was no way I was going to let Joe see 
me in those underwear.

“I’m…just…I gotta go,” I mumbled, resnapping my jeans. I 
grabbed my shoes, ran out the door, and never returned.
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Later in the week, I stood in the middle of  our street on the 
manhole cover that served as second base during stickball. Even though 
more than a year had gone by since the road had been a dead end – a 
natural location for a stickball field – we still played in front of  my house, 
moving out of  the way whenever a car needed to pass. The batter at the 
plate had just struck out when Mr. Baxter backed the Caddy out of  his 
driveway with his boat in tow. Mary and his other kids were gone, up to 

Seattle to visit an aunt and uncle, so he 
was by himself. It was not uncommon for 
him to take the boat out alone to fish on 
his days off.

“Hold up,” yelled my eighth-
grade neighbor Geoff, putting our game 
on pause. Mr. Baxter split us in two as he 
maneuvered through our playing field, 
our small group parting like an open 

zipper. I saw the glint of  his gold neck chain through the windshield, and 
thought he winked at me when he passed. After he turned the corner 
onto 40th Street, everyone fell back into place.

“What’s up with that guy?” asked Geoff. He stood next to me 
playing second base, his uneven brown hair sweaty at the temples, his 
braces catching the sunlight. I was careful to keep one foot on the manhole 
cover as we talked. “He’s sort of  weird, don’t you think?”

I shrugged. Mr. Baxter had a gruffness about him, a certain 
abrasiveness I’ve often encountered in East-coasters. Though generally 
kind to me, he sometimes said things that made me curl up into myself, as 
I had when he’d said I looked like a boy. Once at the lake, he’d appraised 
me sitting on the bow of  the boat and said, “Man, Tiffany, don’t you ever 
shave your legs?  Jesus.”

Neither my mother nor my sisters had ever explained leg shaving 
to me, and it never occurred to me this was something I needed to do. 
When he said that, I felt redness crawl up my neck then averted my eyes 
before I rose and jack-knifed into the security of  the water. When I’d 

HauckHauck

My sudden 
interest in him 
intensified once I 
knew he belonged to 
someone else.

gotten home, I stole my mother’s razor and ended up taking a full layer 
off  my shin on the first stroke, the skin sticking in the razor like a piece of  
bacon. 

On the street, a new batter whiffed at a pitch and Geoff  continued 
to talk about Mr. Baxter. 

“He’s always washing his car in those short cutoffs, and when I ride 
by, he watches me.”  Geoff  rolled his shoulders and scrunched up his face. 
“He just creeps me out.”

Just then, a yellow tennis ball sailed overhead and Geoff  took off  
after it. I bounded forward, my dirty tennis shoe pounding the third-base 
curb in front of  Ryan Simmonds’ house. When I ran across the empty 
pizza box that served as home, to the hoots and hollers of  the boys on 
my team, I reveled in the moment, unaware of  the slow change that 
percolated around me: real estate developers had stolen my safe-haven, 
the mile of  untamed wilderness where I’d played as a child; they’d ruined 
the simplicity of  our stickball games that once went for eternity without 
the intrusion of  traffic. My experience with Joe marked the beginning of  a 
new era – the days when I put no thought into my underwear choice were 
behind me. While I jumped up and down, celebrating that run, such a 
small victory, I forgot about the ghost of  my sister that floated through my 
house, not twenty feet away. More importantly, I forgot all about Geoff ’s 
curious assessment of  Mr. Baxter.

The next Monday, after my parents left for work, I opened my front 
door to find Geoff  standing there, fist raised mid-knock.

“Check this out,” he said. He pointed to a notice in the local 
newspaper. “Mr. Baxter got arrested.”

I quickly scanned the article. Mr. Baxter had picked up two teenaged 
boys at Lacamas Lake and they’d accused him of  “inappropriate sexual 
contact.”  He’d been released the night before on bail. 
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“Jesus,” I said. Though Mr. Baxter sometimes put me on the 
defense, I never imagined he might be a pedophile. I scanned the rest of  
the article and thought of  the times I’d sat on the boat alone with him, 
catching my breath or taking in the sun, while Mary, Bobby, and Kellie 
swam in the lake. Had he been eying me hungrily, while his children 
provided a safety net I remained oblivious to?  I let out a low whistle and 
handed the paper back to Geoff.

“I knew there was something wrong with that guy,” he said as 
we both glanced at the Baxter house. “Fucking faggot!” he yelled at the 
house.

Geoff  wanted to play stickball, and by early afternoon, the two of  
us had rounded up enough boys to get a game going, and we convened 
on the street in front of  my house. By then, the news of  Mr. Baxter had 
saturated the neighborhood, and everyone seemed to have a personal 
experience that made them an expert in having known of  Baxter’s sexual 
perversions before the police did. 

“He’s always checking me out,” insisted Geoff.

“I swear his hand brushed my ass,” said Mikey.

“He invited me into his house once,” confided Don. “I mean, 
nothing happened, but I could tell he wanted me to suck his dick.”

Though they had only read the police blotter as Geoff  and I had, 
the story of  Baxter’s arrest grew. Before long, the story went that the 
boys hadn’t been looking for a ride – he’d befriended them, plying the 
underagers with beer on his boat. Then, he promised them a ride, only 
to pull off  onto a secluded dirt road, where he told them they needed to 
blow him to get the rest of  the way home. The boys barely escaped his 
attack, running into the wilderness and all the way to the police station. 
All of  this or none of  it could be true. For my friends, only their close 
brush with perversion mattered, and the fear that Baxter’s victims could 
easily have been one of  them. 

We were taking a break from the game, passing around the hose 
in my front yard, when Baxter came out through his garage, bucket in 

Hauck

hand, wearing his usual cutoffs. He turned on his own hose and began to 
wet his prized gold Cadillac. 

The boys started to whisper then found confidence in numbers.

“Goddamn queer!” yelled one of  them.

“Baxter, you faggot,” said another.

They jeered him while they moved across the street to stand on 
the edge of  his property, and I followed. I heard my voice join with theirs, 
a sheep in a flock bleating with self-justified anger and dismay. Baxter 
glanced up for only a second, then dropped his hose onto the wet pavement 
of  the driveway. He reached into the bucket and grabbed a large soap-
soaked sponge, which he wrung in his hands then wiped across the hood 
of  the Caddy, slow and methodically. I sensed a mix of  embarrassment 
and anger simmering just beneath his calm exterior.

“Is that how you wanted those boys to stroke your dick?” asked 
Geoff, and the group erupted in laughter. A few of  them picked up fist-
sized pinecones off  a neighboring lawn and chucked them in Baxter’s 
direction. One bounced harmlessly off  his shoulder and he tried to ignore 
it, concentrating on the sponge, which he moved in angry wet circles, 
trying to wipe the car spotless.

Mary and Bobby came out of  the house to see what was going on. 
I saw her disappointment when she saw me with the group of  attackers 
and I took a step back, as if  a foot of  separation could remove the offense 
of  my presence there. In all the excitement, in all of  my ridiculous drama 
with Joe, I’d forgotten about my friend, whose world had likely imploded 
in the last 24-hours with her father’s arrest and the accusations in the 
paper. When Geoff  had shown me the article, I didn’t think of  how the 
situation might affect Mary, the girl who had befriended me and provided 
a consolation of  friendship when my own family felt on the brink of  
collapse.

“Go back inside,” Baxter said to Mary and Bobby. He dropped his 
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sponge into the bucket.

“Leave my dad alone,” said Bobby. “He didn’t do anything. Those 
boys were lying!”  He blinked back angry tears.

“Sure they were,” said Geoff, and when he winked, Bobby tried to 
make a run at him only to be stopped by the big hook of  his father’s arm.

Baxter said something softly to his son, squeezing his shoulder gently 
with his hand. Bobby turned and left, small shoulders rolled forward in 
surrender. Baxter turned off  his hose and walked toward us to the edge of  
his driveway where he dumped the bucket of  soapy water at Geoff ’s feet. 

Geoff  jumped back too late and water soaked into the soles of  his 
Reeboks. “Fucking asshole,” he said.

“You kids need to get the hell out 
of  here,” said Baxter, though his eyes had 
locked on Geoff ’s. The closeness of  Baxter 
and the way he singled Geoff  out silenced 
the boy and the group fell silent with 
him. Baxter abandoned his car washing 
and headed back inside, calling for Mary 
to follow. Her eyes met mine before she 
turned, and I raised my hand in a weak 
greeting. Though still surrounded by the 

group of  boys, I felt exposed with Mary’s eyes on me. When she needed 
me most, I’d failed her by giving in to the mass hysteria of  the boys and 
their vigilante bullying. It would take me years to realize that, even though 
I didn’t have sex with Joe that summer, I lost my innocence anyway. I 
lost it the moment I stepped forward with those boys and betrayed my 
friend without once thinking of  the consequences, and our friendship 
evaporated the instant she saw me in the melee. I sensed the full depth 
of  her disappointment as a shrinking in my chest, even while the tips of  
my fingers barely moved in the air to acknowledge the moment. Without 
responding, she disappeared into the dark interior of  her house.

Hauck

I wish I could 
wash my memories in 
a spin cycle and have 
them come out shiny 
and clean.

Some time later, the paper published a short article that said the 
charges against Baxter had been dropped. The boys who turned him in 
retracted their statements and said they made the whole thing up, but the 
damage had already been done. Many people – not just us kids – wondered 
if  the boys had only changed their story because they didn’t want to go 
through the ordeal of  a trial, not because things hadn’t happened exactly 
as they said. After all, they’d known about Lacamas Lake, they’d described 
the red boat and the empty Rainier beer cans in the foot-wells of  the gold 
Caddy. I knew that, for whatever reason, those boys had been in that car. 
In the end, none of  us would ever know the truth. The whole incident 
only highlighted the little things about Baxter we’d never been able to put 
our fingers on but that bothered us, nonetheless – like the way he looked 
at my 12-year-old legs and told me I needed to shave them, transforming 
a peaceful moment of  my childhood into one of  shame. 

By the end of  summer, the Baxters had moved away. Mary and I 
never got to enter junior high together as we’d planned. In fact, after she 
saw me with the boys harassing her father, we never spoke again. Until the 
day she left, I only saw her in passing, she, Bobby, and Kellie playing in 
their yard, now quiet and subdued as never before. Every time I saw Mary, 
I felt the subtle tug of  my conscience, a flash of  that moment in front of  
the Baxter house when I had turned traitor to our friendship.  

The events of  that summer whorl around in my mind like debris in 
a dirt devil, forever connected by the timeline they shared. Those events 
were the change I thought I’d been waiting for when I’d stepped out of  
elementary school ready to take on the world, and I wish I could wash 
my memories in a spin cycle and have them come out shiny and clean. 
Instead, I see the way they feed off  one another, the way my home was 
shaken as if  by a giant hand, dumping me out on the Baxter’s doorstep, 
pushing me into Joe’s bedroom. I see the cables that bind them together, 
cables that wrapped me up like a hostage, pulling me toward adulthood 
like an undertow dragging me out to sea.
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Chocolate Icicle
Amy MowerKitty Huguley

Jewelry and Metalwork

First Place – 2013 Student Art Show

Chocolate Icicle Chutes & Ladder
Sterling Silver and Etched Brass

Chutes & Ladder Cuff
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Cosmos
KyleLaurie Tompkins

Cosmos

Ceramics

Tide Pools Tide Pools 
  by Catherine Kyle

So many hopes assemble in spaces
reserved for things refused—

this shell, a womb, out of  which climb
robbers who quarrel to claim new skin,

this soft eruption, bright anemone, 
waving its colorful kerchiefs for luck.

Citizens travel to scry for their fortunes,
picking their way over slithering stones

to the circle of  blue, the fairy glass mirror
that informs the moon of  its worth.

Her husband’s face is alchemic, 
hypnotic, predicted and hungered for,

rosary-light. The shape of  his journey
is hobbled, contorted, the cost of  hope 

rising, exhaled through sand. This is 
the excess torn from the pearl; this 

is the price of  star-knowing. He asks
about destiny, all that they sought 

and she answers that truth is a choice. 
Stained glass murals shatter somewhere

unforeseen by humans. The sentient mud in 
the jowls of  tide pools raises its head to the sky. 
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Blank wall
Sterne

 Blank wall
  by Rosanne Sterne

Blank wall

I am defeat 
When it knows it 
Can now do nothing 
By suffering.

From W. H. Auden, Anthem for St. Cecilia’s Day

Inside the conch shell,
an untainted surface,
mother of  pearl,
opalescent. 
St. Cecilia says:
I am untouched.
See my angel,
Sanctify me.

Valerian sees the angel
 
But it turns over to questions,
questions of  mercy:

Whether to show mercy 
on those who blind themselves,
and those who blind us,
pull out our eyeballs,
ignore their oaths,
commit harm, harm us.

Sterne

St. Cecilia’s worshippers beg
and pray, beads and medals tangling.

Without the clear hard 
carrot of  remorse, 
mercy is more than an act,
more than a simple bestowal --

Becoming, instead, 
a desperate highwire daredevil stunt
where death might serve as gain.
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Cleaning Fish
Kyle

 Cleaning Fish 
  by Catherine Kyle

That was the moment synesthesia set in—
the father’s clean knife slicing belly flesh wide.

The swim bladder, stomach, pyloric cecum, 
bunked with red eggs in the tent of  the fish. 

The scent of  saltwater, Pavlovian trigger,
resuscitates clusters of  life in her mind,

makes her remember the sound of  her father 
scraping the pearled orange sacs from the skin.

In her dreams faceless children unborn 
in the village clasp hands and recite as they jab

her insides, fish, fish, your eggs will not save you,
woman, your eggs will not save you from need.

Clark

The StageThe Stage 
  
  by Julie Aigner Clark

You are walking along. You are buying shoes. You are picking your kids up 
from carpool. You are unpacking groceries.

You have cancer, he says. It is like a fingernail bent back. That sudden.

The sky is blue and the grass is dry under your feet. It hasn’t rained in weeks. 
Geese are flying south, noisy birds announcing their plans, silver wings 
shuddering. You lay clothes for your daughter’s recital on her white eyelet 
bedspread.

Your friends say, We are here for you. Call anytime. If  you need to cry or 
scream, if  you need to talk, we are here for you. They do not call you.

A room, the color of  pabulum. Eight vinyl chairs recline for those who want to 
relax. Take a load off. Beside each chair, a skeletal pole on wheels holds bags of  
candy-colored liquid that drip drip into tubes attached to skeletal arms. You settle 
in to your own personal easy chair and breathe and make light conversation 
with the nurse pushing a shiny silver needle into your arm. She has bright blue 
eyes and a pretty, fleshy face with too much rouge, you think. You settle in. Your 
baggie is filled with licorice-red fluid and you focus on your book. Drip, drip.

Across from you, two women discuss the price of  gas. They, too, are plugged 
in and dripping. One wears a black wig askew, too long for her age. The other, 
the one with the scarf, turns to you and you see all the lines in her face, the 
sagging skin, the mouth that droops at the corners like your mother’s. There is 
something about the face that is jarring and it is a moment before you realize 
that it has no eyebrows or lashes to rim the large, cool eyes. “You look too 
young to be here,” she croaks at you, and you are left with only a small amount 
of  air in your space and a nervous laugh that is inappropriate and hollow. You 
have nothing to fill that space.

On the phone the doctor gives you the news. It’s stage four, he says. As if  you 
were an actor at a theatre, waiting to perform. Now appearing on Stage  4, ladies and 
gentlemen…You!” Take a bow.
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And it is a performance, the one you create. Think positive. Look at the bright 
side. Buck up. Educate yourself. You haven’t had biology since tenth grade 
and now you’re reading terminology you can’t understand, using words like 
metastasis and investigational treatment. You make dinner. Walk the dog. Open the 
mail. Read Dr. Seuss stories to the kids.

Your hair falls out the day before Thanksgiving, great hunks that have 
grown brittle over the past three weeks, and you feel nothing as you drop 
it into the trashcan in your bathroom. It’s a vivid dream, a sort of  out-of-
body experience, the hand moving from head to trash, back and forth until 
there’s nothing left up there. The mild antiseptic smell of  the room makes 
you nauseous but you were told to expect that, the nausea, and you lie on the 
cold tile floor and look at the ceiling. You think to pray but you’ve never asked 
for something so big as My Life and it unnerves you.

You can’t eat the turkey but you’ve cooked it anyway and at the table, when 
each person recites what he/she is thankful for, everyone says you. There 
is such awkwardness and your dad’s voice catches and you think of  what 
it must have been like for him to lose a mother to this disease and now, 

maybe, a daughter. You feel like you’ve let 
him down, as if  you are wearing this disease 
like the Playboy bunny costume you wore 
for Halloween when you were sixteen. You 
smile anyway.

Every conversation you overhear, news story 
you read, celebrity death: cancer. You know 
what day of  the week it is by the pill vial in 
your bathroom. Though you’ve finished the 

bags of  poison (Good girl!), you will never be Cured. You’ve changed doctors 
like others change hairdressers, but none have the answers you want. You are 
alive. It could be worse, you think, It could be one of  my children.

You can’t believe it, really, that this is your life. You write about it, but only in 
the second person. You are well, but not really. Treatment is over.

Aren’t you happy? your friends ask when you tell them. 

Clark

You think to 
pray but you’ve never 
asked for something 
so big as My Life 
and it unnerves you.

The Grove The Grove
  by Leanne Gregg

 
Freddie turned right onto the blacktop road which she remembered 

as once being dirt, the surface blurring in and out with the radiating heat. 
She slid the thin gold band off  of  her finger and dropped it into the rubber 
cup holder beside her. The ring had not even been there long enough to 
form an indentation on her finger. Freddie just couldn’t make herself  stay 
in one place very long to make anything work. There was no crease to 
mark her latest mistake. 

She U-turned the car to a stop in front of  what used to be her 
home. All that was left was the decaying foundation of  where the house 
once rested. As she looked toward the grove, the only trees remaining held 
twisted limbs that stood out and carved shadows into the colorless sky. No 
sun was seen but its presence was felt in the heavy damp air that weighted 
down on Freddie’s head and shoulders. The deserted grove was silent with 
not even a black crow screaming from the air, just a few stagnant trees that 
appeared more dead than alive, a graveyard that had been left unattended. 
She looked skyward and immersed herself  in the quietness of  if  all.

     ∞
As the orange dot grew larger, Freddie’s soul grew smaller. She stood 

there digging the toe of  her sneaker in the dust clutching her Charlie’s 
Angels lunchbox, adorned with Jill, Kellie and Sabrina, their fake guns 
poised midair. The bus ground to a halt and let out an evil hiss. As its 
hungry doors creaked open to swallow Freddie whole, the pungent breath 
of  pencil shavings, rotten sandwiches and sweat, combined with a trace of  
diesel fuel, enveloped Freddie and pulled her up the steep black steps. She 
took her usual seat safely behind the bus driver, Mr. Hudson. Unlike some 
kids, Freddie wasn’t afraid of  nobody talking to her, on the contrary, she 
was afraid someone would.
 Freddie rested her head against the window for the short drive 
to Richey Elementary School. It would be her last year to ride Bus #64 
before moving up to Bus #112 that belonged to Richey Junior High.
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As the bus jerked and stumbled, Freddie’s temple repeatedly bumped 
the glass pane, her charcoal braids bouncing up and down. Sitting 
comfortably wrapped in her invisibility, she became hypnotized by the 
power lines keeping pace with the bus. They blurred in and out of  focus 
and were like a thick ebony thread that linked the world together – town 
to town, road to road, family to family. Freddie, and especially her mom 
tried hard to ignore that stitch. Her mom reminded her every night with 
a kiss on the forehead and the whispered phrase, “Just you and me kid.”   
What her mom didn’t know was that Freddie had snipped that thread 
long ago.

Her mother worked very hard to make the little house on the 
edge of  the grove the perfect home, but to Freddie, it seemed more like a 
tomb. Ancient photos of  people long dead frowned back at her in black 
and white while stoic, heavy pieces of  furniture lurked in every shadowy 
corner closing in around her. From the looks of  it, no grown man had 
set foot in the house since her grandpa, the man she was named after 
and whose picture was displayed in every room – an old man she barely 
knew keeping watch over his family. The structure  had originally been 
used by the owner of  the orange grove as a groundskeeper’s residence, 
and that was what Freddie’s grandpa was, but when he died along with 
the crops, the industry moved on to the bigger corporations. Granted 
to Freddie’s mother, the home was really just an old cracker house that 
Freddie’s mother pretended to be something more important.

The first half  of  the school day had unexpectedly gone by fast and 
before Freddie knew it she was sitting alone at the long white lunch table 
when Tinker plopped down across from her. Freddie had always sat by 
herself  at lunch until Tinker arrived as the “new kid” that previous fall. 
For some reason, he put her at ease, telling stupid jokes and making up 
nonsense riddles. Freddie thought they didn’t need anybody else – they 
had each other.

Most days, Freddie shared her carefully constructed lunch with 
Tinker while he spent his twenty minutes doing impressions of  characters 
on TV or waving his arms wildly in the air to accentuate the outrageous 
stories he told. The days that Tinker had a lunch it usually consisted of  
a brown speckled banana, a can of  store brand cola and a peanut butter 
sandwich. The sandwich contained no jelly and was never trimmed of  its 

Gregg

crusts or cut in half, just hurriedly folded over and smashed together. All of  
this was haphazardly thrown into a wrinkly, brown paper bag, scrunched 
shut at the top. 

Freddie’s fare on the other hand, meticulously prepared by her 
mother, included all of  the major food groups. Ham and cheese sandwich, 
cut into four perfect little triangles, celery or carrot sticks, crisp to perfection, 
a Little Debbie Swiss Cake roll and twenty five cents to purchase milk, white 
or chocolate. An orange was always included in the box, not so much as a 
nutritional addition, but as Freddie surmised, to remind her of  where she 
came from. 

 Freddie was sick of  oranges. Sick of  their rotting citrus smell, sick 
of  the pulp that would squirt into her eye when she peeled it, sick of  the 
black gnarled limbs of  the dying orange trees outside of  her bedroom 
window. 

 As the big industrial clock ticked away 
the minutes until three, Tinker and Freddie 
made their usual plans to walk to her house after 
school. With the sun blazing on their heads, 
they plodded down the gravel road that led to 
Freddie’s house. They simultaneously kicked 
left foot, then right foot, through the dust like 
synchronized swimmers. As they approached 
the Shell station, Freddie dug two quarters out 
of  her sock and handed them to Tinker. When 
the quarter dropped, a metallic Clink echoed 
through the vending machine and shot the cold 
can of  pop plummeted out through the bottom. 
Then Clink again, to offer up the orange pop that Freddie surprisingly 
loved. It didn’t taste like real oranges, but crisp, tangy sweetness that ignited 
her tongue and cooled her parched throat. 

“I’ll pay ya’ back tomorrow,” said Tinker.
“You always say that,” Freddie laughed. “Don’t worry about it.”
When they quickly finished their drinks, they dropped the cans and 

began kicking them down the road toward Freddie’s house and the grove. 
The long chalky road coughed up a fine dust with every boot of  the can. 
The pointy hands of  Palmetto bushes lined one side of  the route, sprinkled 
with white rock powder while ancient Oaks draped Spanish moss to stand 
guard on the other side. Freddie pretended to listen while Tinker told her 
all about where he was from in New Jersey.

 They were  
still there, waiting 
for someone to realize 
their significance, 
waiting for someone 
to care, waiting  
for her.
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“You know, it’s not as bad as people always make it out to be,” 
Tinker snorted. “When I graduate, I’m going back there and joining the 
Coast Guard like my Uncle Paul.”

Freddie couldn’t even think that far ahead.
When they arrived at the cottage, they quickly dropped their 

books on the porch, grabbed a paper bag and headed down the path to 
the trees, stepping over the squishy carcasses of  oranges. A rotting sweet 
aroma flushed in their faces as they searched for the best tree to scale. A 
lot of  the trees in the grove were dead from years of  aphid infestation, 
and the occasional hard freeze, but some managed to still produce fruit 
and remain mostly green. Looking skyward, Tinker found the tree that 
held the most dots of  color and began climbing its branches to the top. 
He loved the groves, loved the oranges, loved the sweet smelling blossoms 
that brought forth the bright sunny fruit. He simply couldn’t get enough 
of  them.

 “See you at the top!” Tinker yelled, already several branches up. 
“The best ones are at the top,” he said. He said this every time.
 Freddie slowly and methodically climbed the limbs, ensuring each 
hand and foothold. When she reached Tinker, she sat on the branch just 
below him and looked out over the landscape. She could see the straight 
rows of  trees that somehow reminded her of  tombstones that waited for 
mourners to walk amongst them, surrounded by ghosts who didn’t know 
they were dead. Even in the light of  the late afternoon, shadows danced 
around the trunks and limbs like frantic spirits. She was surprised how 
spooky the grove looked in the high afternoon. From her height, she saw 
the roof  of  her house. It stood like a crypt guarding the entrance of  the 
fruit-filled graveyard.

“Hey, do you know that girl Julie Morrow very well?” Tinker asked.
 “Why?  She’s okay. Not very smart if  you ask me.” Freddie was 
surprised to feel a slight sting of  jealousy in her throat.
 Tinker mumbled just loud enough for Freddie to hear, “She seems 
nice.”
 “Hey, did I ever tell you the legend of  Ole Jim Cooke?” Freddie 
said looking out over the tops of  the groves. 
 “How do you know she’s not very smart, do you see her grades? I 
think she’s just quiet and doesn’t talk like some people I know, who think 
they know everything.” Tinker threw a stick at Freddie’s head.  

Gregg

 “Why do you care?  Anyways, Ole’ Jim Cooke was a slave who was 
hanged in this grove by the men of  the town a long time ago. Some people 
say he still walks the groves, holding a lantern with a rope hung around 
his neck seeking revenge on white people.”  Freddie held up her hands in 
a ghost-like stance.
 “I believe in that about as much as I believe in Bloody Mary,” 
moaned Tinker. “There are no such things as ghosts. When you’re dead, 
you’re dead.”
 “I’ve seen him!” yelled Freddie.
 “Man, it’s hot. When does your mom get home?  She makes the 
best macaroni and cheese.”  
 “It’s from a box,” Freddie said quietly. She suddenly remembered 
last Saturday night. Saturdays were always spaghetti night at home, despite 
Freddie’s pleads to go out to dinner. Her mom never seemed to want to 
go anywhere. The night usually started with her mom opening a bottle 
of  wine and ended with her turning on the old console record player. 
Freddie’s mom would sit on the floor, records scattered about her, crying 
over every other song that played. The player emitted a warm electric 
scent mixed with the vinyl odor of  the albums. When Freddie’s mom had 
fallen asleep on the floor and the needle skipped and scratched signaling 
the end of  the record, it was time for Freddie to go to bed.

With a shrill Snap, Tinker grabbed the closest orange and began 
tearing into its bright shell. Freddie reluctantly reached for the fruit as 
well. They both didn’t talk for a long while, instead slurping and smacking 
their lips while the sticky juice stained their cheeks and chins. Freddie 
looked down at her hands and at the pulp and flesh that now caked under 
her finger nails from ripping open oranges. She had managed to eat half  
of  one then continued picking and peeling and handing the segments over 
to Tinker. He must have eaten at least a dozen oranges and pretty soon 
he was rubbing his gut and weakly moaning. His freckled face was shiny 
from the juice and his fingers were stained yellow. He wiped his mouth 
with the back of  his arm, smiled and pulled out a cigarette stolen from his 
dad’s underwear drawer. Striking a match, he inhaled deeply until the end 
blazed orange.

 “I’m starting my own damn business this summer. I’m gonna mow 
lawns so I can save up to get that bike,” Tinker said leaning back against a 
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branch. He had been talking about a Schwinn he’d seen at Sears for days. 
Freddie noticed he stealthily added the curse word “damn” for dramatic 
flair. 

“Maybe I could help you,” said Freddie, knowing deep down 
her mother never would allow it. Freddie would spend her summer hid 
away in the dark house completing all the tasks on her mother’s To-Do 
list: washing windows, polishing furniture and reorganizing closets and 
drawers. 

Freddie thought about how Tinker never really talked about his 
dad. At this point, she guessed that he never really knew his mother. As 
he blew the smoke out of  his mouth in one long stream the lowering sun 
shimmered through the cloud and swirled up around his head, making 
him look like a blue-eyed apparition. Tinker flicked the cigarette butt and 
started down the tree to retrieve the bag they had brought, while Freddie 
climbed down a few branches into another pocket of  fruit. Tinker had 
been talking all the way down, his voice rising, and then lowering.

“I’m gonna have a glass of  fresh-squeezed juice every day this 
week.” he shouted, while he quickly clambered down the branches

 About ten feet off  the ground, Tinker dropped the rest of  the 
way and landed easily on his feet. He picked up the bag and opened 
it, creating a round target for Freddie to drop the fruit in. She picked 
and pitched the orange balls into the bag while Tinker moved back and 
forth under the branches. When the bag was almost full and the supply 
of  oranges exhausted, Freddie began the slow climb down to Tinker. She 
descended very carefully until she was standing next to Tinker, who was 
counting his treasure. The light was vanishing quickly as they made their 
way out of  the grove and back to the house. 
 By the time they got back to the front porch, it was completely 
dark and the bug zapper that hung off  of  the corner of  the house was 
busy frying mosquitoes. Tinker said it was time for him to get home, and 
struggled to balance the bag of  fruit and his books. Freddie took his books 
and fell in along side of  him down the dusty road. 
 “I’ll walk you half  way,” she said.
 They found the orange soda can that Freddie had been kicking 
that afternoon, so they started punting it back and forth to each other. 

Gregg Gregg

When Tinker booted it too hard, it flew off  the road and under a bush. 
Freddie jogged to retrieve it. She didn’t see it happen, only heard crunching 
gravel and an unnatural thud.
 He lay there illuminated by headlights, causing the skin on his face 
to take on an eerie glow. His limbs looked gnarled and jagged like a cut-
down tree. The paper bag had burst open, bleeding orange guts all over 
the dirt road. As Freddie slowly stepped forward, she saw Tinker’s jaw that 
seemed to be unhinged, making his mouth distortedly wide in a silent yell. 
His eyes held a dead stare into the starry sky, the corners of  his mouth 
upturned into a slight smile.
 A man in a leisure suit got out of  the car and staggered toward the 
crumpled form in front of  him. He looked at Freddie, with a sickly green 
expression on his face, his mouth as unnaturally wide as Tinker’s. Before 
she knew it she was running for the grove.
 As she stumbled and slipped around on the skeletons of  fruit, she 
thought she heard pounding footsteps approaching from behind. The 
roots of  the trees seemed to be punching up from the soil, grabbing at 
her ankles, slashing and biting at her calves and shins. In one leap, she 
was halfway up the tree that Tinker had 
perched on just an hour ago. She sat on 
the same branch where his legs had swung 
freely and sucked in her breath. The 
grove suddenly looked alive, illuminated 
by a chalky white moon that hung on the 
branches and shone on the vegetation 
around her. Every tree was presented in 
its own unique light, detailing every twig 
and leaf. The dwindling fruit dripped 
from the branches, their shimmery skins 
beaming with brilliance. For the first time 
in the grove, Freddie didn’t see decay. She 
didn’t see ghosts or tombstones or even 
Ole Jim Cooke. She saw life.
       

She could see the 
straight rows of  trees 
that somehow reminded 
her of  tombstones that 
waited for mourners to 
walk amongst them, 
surrounded by ghosts 
who didn’t know they 
were dead.
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Gregg

                   ∞
 Freddie stood on the crumbling concrete that was once the small 
dark house and imagined her mom bent over a boiling pot in the kitchen. 
She looked down the rows of  trees that had once bordered her life. They 
were still there, waiting for someone to realize their significance, waiting 
for someone to care, waiting for her. As she stepped off  of  the front step, 
she stooped down to find a small, hard orange. 

 She climbed into the driver’s seat and dropped the orange into the 
cup holder beside her. When she got to the end of  the blacktop road she 
stopped and looked both ways. And then turned her car south.

 Dear Readers,     

This semester I was introduced to an amazing 
group of women who have all done so much hard 
work in making this journal incredible. Dr. Winograd 
and the Progenitor 2014 staff are all superb writers, 
editors, and all around human beings who have made 
me laugh and who have added so much fun to our 
staff meetings. I feel very blessed and humbled to 
have gotten the chance to work beside such talented 
people who really pulled together in class and, as 
individuals, made our issue one that will hopefully be 
remembered. 

This year’s issue has come together 
beautifully and I am ecstatic at how many 
wonderful submissions we received this year. The 
staff selected a fantastic arrangement of art, 
poetry, fiction, and nonfiction that features both 
ACC students and writers from around the world. 
Although not every submission was accepted, the 
staff and I thank everyone who submitted and 
encourage everyone in their continuing creative 
endeavors. 

 I would especially like to thank Dr. Winograd 
for helping us to run the staff with pulling this 
journal together. Special thanks to Rita DeCamilli, 
the Co-Editor, and Kaitlyn Gartling, the Assistant 
Editor. These incredible women have kept us all on 
task and organized the hell out of every last detail. I 
appreciated that every staff meeting throughout the 
semester. Without the immense amount of brains 
and talent of this year’s staff this issue would never 
have been completed, nor designed as stunningly.   
  

Thanks to ACC for publishing this journal and 
giving us the opportunity of creating something we 
can enjoy as a community. Support of my friends 4140
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Awe

 Dear Readers,

“Every book is a quotation; and every house is a quotation out of  all 
forests, and mines, and stone quarries; and every man is a quotation 
from all his ancestors.”

 ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

 The semester is at an end and the deadline has been met. We 
produced an art and literary journal, the 50th edition of  Progenitor. 
Our project is now complete, for you the reader to enjoy a wide variety 
of  artistic talent and prose, collected from Arapahoe Community 
College students and writers across the country. It was an extraordinary 
privilege to read the submissions that have scrolled down our screens. 
To choose pieces for the journal was the most difficult task of  
publication, for all of  us.

 It was an honor and a great opportunity to work with the most 
remarkable group of  people. This Art and Literary Journal could not be 
published without the hard work and dedication of  Doctor Winograd, 
the 2014 class, and the professional help of  the art and design team. 
I wish for our prodigies to learn from their predecessors, and create 
unique pieces of  art for the world to see, now and in the future. From 
start to finish, this was an experience I will never forget. 

Enjoy the journal,

Rita DeCamilli
Co-Editor

Silybum Marianum Silybum Marianum 
  by Alexandra Awe

I once questioned a thistle –
what is the secret to your beauty?
No one can imagine your birth.
With your amethyst hair and spiked green crown,
what is the secret to your beauty?

Do you sleep on cracked stones fallen from the moon?
With your amethyst hair and spiked green crown,
do you ever tremble in the jonquil’s shadow?

Are you sleeping on cracked stones fallen from the moon?
Let me rip up your roots and see
if  you tremble in the jonquil’s shadow. 

Easy, easy – this won’t sting.

Oh Silybum, let me rip up your roots and see
if  I can plant my toes beside your lake.
Easy, easy – this won’t sting.

So close – your bitter milk glistens on my lips.
If  I can plant my toes beside your lake,
the rippled waves will bow to me.

So close – my lips glisten in your bitter milk.
Which god can burn your seeds? 

Bow to me, rippled waves!
I have questioned the thistle.
What god can burn my seeds now?

No one can imagine.
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CorrelativeShow Yourself
Amanda Lee Richardson

Ink

Show Yourself

Candice Hughes

Ultra Fractal: Version 5.04 software

Correlative
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Before Bhava
Green

 Before Bhava 
  by Ronald Green

Before Bhava

What should I seek
when looking back?
What’s there to see 
but the mud tracking truants,
a gull diving for a ghost?

I watched those boys 
tear the opposable claws from crawdads
turning pincers into water sabers
 –the fights were less deadly 
but nobody stayed to watch 
the handicapped mud-lobsters
starve without thumb-negels
 –kids all had to get home to dinner
homework, and sitcom.

I left and thought about some ants 
 I once sentenced 
 to the pupil of  the sun;
one deadly gaze through a magnifying glass.
I wondered if  their souls had been reincarnated 
  as some more advanced being 
  like a dragonfly or gardner snake.
I puzzled if  they were ready for their new lives so soon
having died preemptively;
could they really be good at their new jobs?

Green

    –whatever the organism.
Maybe they were destined to be cruel,
kind of  half-remembering 
  their whiplashed souls;
  a latent chagrin in their genes,
God, how many bullies have I created?

Maybe we were crayfish caught too soon.
With luck, I was swallowed by an egret.
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Broken
Beadle Fisher

 Broken
  by Daniel P. Beadle

The first one showed up in a dirty wife beater.
The tall one hit the curb with his old Chevy truck,
said he couldn’t see me anymore.

The old one wore his aviator glasses all night.
The young one drank vodka straight-up, no ice,
loved the burn, loved like he was out of  his mind.

The blue-eyed one rolled his hips like fuzzy dice.
The bald one shined like a revolving disco ball,
the clarity of  my shock multiplied.

The shady one was a gargoyle in a vintage Lincoln.
The cute one ate ice cream bars and white bread,
nasty dreams after flying into the sunset.

The muscular one danced naked in the dark.
The second one smelled like his old black Converse,
bragged that he bought them at a thrift store.

The tattooed one bounced about like a monkey.
The lucky one quickly domesticated me,
liberated both of  us by leaving.

The fat one wore red pants and leather high-tops.
The short one showed me his dog tags, 
quickly proclaimed me beautiful, the best.

The angry one was looking for a fist fight.
The last one, the one I loved, was cruel,
surprised with my despair, he fled.

Every one of  us was broken.

Float Trip Float Trip 
  by  Denise Fisher

         We do not wish this, 
         we do not desire it, 
         only the water we borrow 
         on our way to returning. 
         We who are doing this 
         all will be dying. 
         Way of  the water’s going, 
         bear with us in this place now 
         on your way to returning.
       (Ursula Le Guin – 
       Way of  Water’s Going)

I first saw it while hiking on a spring day in April. The massive 
Charles Hansen Supply Canal seemed to begin out of  the top of  a dry 
hillside west of  Fort Collins, Colorado. The gouge in the earth’s surface, 
empty of  water, its opposing banks bare and perfectly parallel, plunged 
sharply twenty feet or more to a smooth, calculated surface at the bottom. 
Above rested a dry field with no visible waterways flowing into the canal. 
Below lay a broad ravine and a trickling stream sloping away from the 
canal. 

Since water seeks its lowest level, how could a waterway appear 
full-blown at the top of  a ridge?  I scrambled down the steep, rock-lined 
embankment of  the canal to find out where the water could possibly come 
from. 

I felt as if  I had descended into a small canyon. The channel 
narrowed into a cylindrical throat, a monstrous siphon that pitched down, 
tunneling deep under the small valley. My own throat constricted. I walked 
toward the black hole, picking my way through river rock that littered the 
flat cement bottom. Clean, white bones from unknown former lives lay 
scattered and lodged between the rocks. My footsteps echoed loudly off  
the cement walls. I stopped ten feet from the yawning hole, pulled and 
repelled. I backed away, turned, and fought the urge to run to the bank, 
where each step threatened to slip me back to the bottom.
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Fisher

That night, I tossed restlessly in bed, jolted by waves of  adrenalin. 
I kept seeing that black hole on the ceiling, on the insides of  my eyelids, 
feeling the chill of  white bones and death wafting on the cool air coming 
out of  the siphon. 

When I first saw the Hansen that day, I had been researching 
and writing about a collection of  WPA murals painted on panels of  
the Colorado State Capitol rotunda. The murals depict a history of  
water development. In the first mural, a Native American man paints 
the water cycle of  a thunderstorm on animal hide. The images in the 
succession of  murals progress (or regress) from autonomous nature to 
water mechanized in sluices, aqueducts, and dams, ending with the final 
mural filled with technological splendor in planes, trains, skyscrapers, and 
a complete absence of  nature. The message is an unabashed celebration 
of  the control of  water. Two views were sparring in my head. One view: 
water’s autonomous life cycle – it flows in streams, condenses in dew, 
drips in rain, undulates in lakes and oceans, seeps in marshes, amasses in 
rivers, erodes, evaporates, transpires. The other view: human dependence 
on water controlled in pipes, constrained by dams, channeled in canals, 
effluent flushed, mechanized to generate electricity, industrialized. 

The Hansen epitomized water industrialized, but was still 
mysterious to me. What was it for?  Why was it built?  I needed to find out 
more. And I couldn’t shake the haunting image of  that black hole.

I returned to the canal a few days later to explore further, this 
time with my mountain bike and camera. I ignored signs that read KEEP 
OUT CERTAIN DEATH IF ENTERED as I climbed repeatedly down 
into the canal to look at other siphons, and once, to see the crumpled 
carcass of  a dead deer. 

The next week I called the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy 
District and talked with Roger Sinden, who manages the Hansen, to see 
if  I could take a tour. On the tour the following Saturday, I learned the 
water that fills the Hansen is part of  the C-BT (Colorado-Big Thompson) 
project, collected from snowmelt in the Colorado River watershed 
before the river is even a small mountain stream. It is then siphoned 
miles under the Continental Divide to the eastern slope, then flows 
throughhydroelectric plants, canals, and more siphons before it pours into 
reservoirs on the Front Range. The Hansen Supply Canal, the last leg, 

Fisher

carries water from Horsetooth Reservoir to the Poudre River. leg, carries 
water from Horsetooth Reservoir to the Poudre River.

Long Gulch is the first of  three inverted siphons along the Hansen. 
Long Gulch plunges 70 feet down, is 700 feet long, and twelve and a half  
feet in diameter. The downward force pushes the water under the valley, 
back uphill. The water emerges at the top of  the next ridge – right where 
I had been standing a few days earlier. 

Roger mentioned four boys once tried to raft down the Hansen. I 
thought to myself, you’re kidding. One of  the boys survived. 

After the tour, I kept thinking about that black hole, the bones 
littering the bottom of  the canal, the boys. How did they happen to raft 
down this canal?  What happened?  What was it like?

A few weeks later, I went to the library. I looked at microfiche, 
read the headlines, looked at photos. One headline read, “Rescue Try 
Fails; 1 Survives Waters.”  The survivor was Gary Hergert. I tracked down 
Gary’s phone number. He had earned a Ph. D. in agronomy from Cornell 
University and taught at the University of  Nebraska. 

Nervously, I dialed Gary’s number. He might not want to talk 
about what happened. When I asked, he said, “Oh boy.”  Then, after a 
long pause, “I still get very emotional about that.”  

Gary said he and his three buddies had been told by friends that a 
canal north of  Horsetooth Reservoir was great for a float trip. The canal 
wound from the foothills down through the streets of  Fort Collins, right 
through City Park Golf  Course. The foursome, all students at Colorado 
State University, weren’t exactly sure where it was. If  they drove to the 
north end of  the reservoir, they trusted they would find it. 

That day in 1965 started out utterly sky-blue. For weeks they 
had looked forward to an afternoon of  fun before finals. Warren Hatch 
planned to become a medical missionary. Joel Stover was in his third year 
of  philosophy. Larry Sanderson, also in his third year, majored in English. 
Gary, a second-year agronomy major and a year younger than his friends, 
was along for the ride. 

They pulled into the entrance of  a right-of-way along a canal. 
Water flowed quickly along sharply angled cement sides. The boys parked 
near a sign that read “Keep Alive by Keeping Out.”  But remembering 
what their friends had said, they ignored the sign and launched their small 
inflatable oval raft. Joel and Larry got in first, Gary was third in line, and 
Warren sat behind Gary. The four fit tightly. 
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Gary said from the beginning he felt jumpy. The water flowed 
deceptively smooth, but fast – thousands of  gallons sliding the raft along 
at eleven feet a second, nearly eight miles per hour. He noted rebar ladders 
at intervals embedded in the steep cement walls. 

They had gone maybe a half-mile when the canal made a smooth 
turn. They saw a fisherman waving his arms and yelling. But as they 
rounded the corner all they heard was a deep roar.

 They didn’t know what was ahead – a waterfall?  a diversion 
structure? – but they knew they were in trouble. They could see a rebar 
ladder right before the canal made another sharp curve. They paddled the 
little raft hard to the left to reach it. The water picked up speed. The roar 
got louder. They missed. 

Up ahead, the canal disappeared 
into a cement box that narrowed to 
twenty feet while it sloped downward. 
There they saw one last ladder. The 
water raced them past the cement wall, 
but they managed to slide the raft to the 
right. Joel, then Larry, grabbed for the 
ladder and missed. Gary and Warren 
both reached and missed. But as Gary’s 
arm slipped under the water, it hooked 

into a lower rung. He thought his arm would rip off. But he held on while 
Warren clutched Gary.

The next thing Gary felt was Warren’s body ripping free and the raft 
slipping out from under him. He looked back. Everyone had disappeared. 

Gary pulled himself  out of  the water and up the rungs. Barefoot, 
he ran ahead to see where the canal went. A broad ravine lay before him, 
a lazy creek meandering peacefully. The canal had vanished.

Gary ran back to the mouth of  the siphon and saw Warren, unhurt, 
eddying, bobbing, bumping the cement walls, atop the little raft. He had 
somehow managed to hang on, and the raft was buoyant enough to defy 
the watery vacuum. Gary yelled he was going for help, and ran down 
the ridge toward a farmhouse, his bare feet pounding and tearing across 
rocks, sagebrush and prickly pear cactus.

When Gary ran into the farmyard, John Tiernan, the fisherman 
they’d seen, had already called 911. Gary told him Warren was still alive. 
John grabbed his lariat rope and they hopped into his pick-up. 

Fisher

The next thing 
Gary felt was Warren’s 
body ripping free and 
the raft slipping out 
from under him.

 By the time John and Gary returned, Warren had been bouncing 
at the frothing mouth of  the siphon for forty-five minutes. They tried 
to make him understand he needed to tie the rope around his waist, 
then tossed it to him. He missed. They tried again. He missed. Finally, 
he caught it. They again told him to tie it around his waist, but Warren 
could only clutch the rope, begging them to help him.

Because of  the steepness of  the cement banks, as they pulled back 
they lost sight of  Warren, but they could feel his weight on the end of  the 
rope. They hauled back further and knew Warren was out of  the water, 
part way up the cement wall. 

Suddenly both John and Gary fell to the ground, the rope weightless. 
They heard no sound, no yells, only that incessant roaring. 

The newspaper article said the 
emergency workers found Warren’s, Joel’s 
and Larry’s bodies by 5:00 p.m. A photo 
showed a single sandal bobbing and swirling 
at the mouth of  siphon.

A little under two miles northeast of  
where the boys had rafted, another canal, 
the New Mercer, flowed peacefully beside the 
foothills, earthen-banked, occasionally tree-
lined, eventually gliding through City Park Golf  Course in Fort Collins. 
The ditch followed the terrain of  the land, dropping slowly in elevation 
one inch per hundred feet. It would have been a gentle float trip.

Gary said he has often wondered over the years, why did he survive?  
He feels a sense of  faith and purpose because he lived. But then he adds, 
“Why were we so damn dumb?”

The day I called the water district to get permission to tour the 
Hansen, I didn’t tell Roger I had already poked around the canal. “So 
when do you release water into the canal?” I had asked. 

“April 1st,” he said. “The only reason we haven’t this year is because 
we haven’t had any water orders yet.”  

My scalp tingled. April 1st was the day I stood at the mouth of  
the siphon, where the bodies of  Larry, Joel, and Warren had most likely 
emerged that day of  their float trip. I, too, had ignored the danger signs. 

In that moment, I had imagined my death, my last image on earth 
of  the inside of  the perfectly engineered banks of  the Hansen. I felt the 

Clean, white 
bones from unknown 
former lives lay 
scattered and lodged 
between the rocks.
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Pockets
Fisher Mann

water blasting out of  the siphon over my body, thrashing me limp with its 
turbulence, sucking me through the rest of  the siphons, my lungs filling 
with water, oxygen fading from my brain, leaving my carcass crumpled 
with the deer.

Gary and I discovered we both grew up on irrigated farms in 
neighboring communities only a few miles from each other. The water 
that fed our crops rippled through canals like the New Mercer. I spent 
my childhood seeking out the edges of  water – banks of  ditches where 
I slapped mud into pies, waded in icy well water, or sat on cottonwood 
roots at the edge of  our lake. Life collected at these edges – muskrats, 
cottonwoods, ducks, herons, toads. They were places of  contemplation 
and play. 

Neither of  us had encountered anything like the Hansen before. 
The Hansen had no life on its edges. Judging by the bones laying at the 
bottom of  the canal, Gary may have been the only one to survive the 
waters of  the Hansen.

 Pockets
  by Sharon Cairns Mann

Ms. Xi starts on the basket of  clothes that had arrived this morning. 
When you’re the second-generation owner of  a dry cleaning business, you 
know the most important job is to empty the pockets first. This was not 
a job for the new girl. Not now. Maybe not ever. Lipstick, crayons, pens, 
tissues, and gum are the bane of  the business. She couldn’t trust anyone 
else to make sure a pernicious crayon didn’t ruin a load, or worse yet, a 
machine. 

The truth is, pockets make Ms. Xi’s day; pockets triumph over the 
monotonous toil, the smelly chemicals, the imperious customers. Pockets 
spill forth the unexpected, the ordinary, the bizarre:  love notes, money, 
keys, lists, receipts, paper clips, rings, aspirin. Pockets tell stories, hold clues 
about the lives of  customers, most of  whom she hardly knows. Who needs 
to turn on the TV when she has her own stories right here?  No, the deep 
thrill of  pocket reconnaissance belongs to her. To her alone. 

Today, Ms. Xi extracts a creased paper from Mr. Shane’s pocket 
and carefully unfolds it on the counter. 
Another poem. Ms. Xi reads the lyrical 
words and tries to picture them coming out 
of  the heart of  the short, bald-headed man 
with the large fleshy growth on his temple. 
Ms. Xi sighs and puts Mr. Shane’s poem 
in a tiny plastic bag and files it behind his 
name in a file. 

“Mr. Shane,” she will say tomorrow, 
handing him his dry cleaning with a little 
plastic bag holding the poem taped to the order. “Mr. Shane, please try to 
empty pockets.”  And he will say, as he always does, “They’re for you, Ms. 
Xi. I write them for you.”  And she will throw her head back and laugh. 

Ms. Xi carefully, dutifully places any coins or bills she finds in a 
large glass jar on the counter labeled “Children’s Relief  Fund.”  It is too 
much work to try to track and return money to its rightful owner. This way, 
they can all feel good:  it is going to a worthy cause. Every December, she 
faithfully tallies up all the change collected over the year and sends a check 

Pockets tell  
stories, hold clues about 
the lives of  customers,  
most of  whom she 
hardly knows.
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Mann

off  to the Children’s Relief  Fund. She makes a copy of  the check and 
the receipt from the charity and tapes it to the cash register. She wants 
everyone to know how honest she is. 

But the grocery lists?  The receipts?  The parking stubs?  You’d 
think, she tells herself, I would simply throw it all away. Instead, she 

puzzles over it all, reading the tea 
leaves of  her customers’ lives, trying 
to divine the whole. And then she 
carefully stores the detritus of  lives in 
clean, 55-gallon drums in the parking 
lot behind the building. She had filled 
six drums. Six drums in 25 years. Six 
drums with the tiny secret silt of  lives. 
Of  course, she throws away the rabbit 
pellets, cookie crumbs, and cough 
drops. But the screws, wrenches, 
batteries, erasers, handkerchiefs, and 
carpenter’s pencils go into the drums, 

along with the letters, the notes, the lists, the receipts.   
The letters. Was this one going to the wife?  Or had he purloined 

it from his wife?  Or had he written it to his own lover?
The notes. “60/2 = 30 = 3 x week for 20 weeks or 1 x week for 60 

weeks = 5 to 12 months of  relief.”  
The lists. “Stop for bread, kill Johnny, get gas.”
The foil-sealed prophylactics. The number of  people who carry 

them in their pockets as if  ready to drop their pants at a moment’s notice 
amazes Ms. Xi. She places all the condoms in cigar boxes neatly stacked 
in her storeroom. She has tried to take them to Planned Parenthood, 
but they politely decline:   for health reasons they cannot accept donated 
condoms. What will she do with them?  She can’t bear to throw them 
away. And clearly, she can’t let the new girl find condoms. 

The photos. The crumpled image of  a smiling couple. Why was it 
wadded into a ball?  Had they meant to discard it?  Was it anger?  Grief ?  
Simple resignation? 

Only Ms. Xi can remember which stuff  belongs to which person. 
Only she can be trusted with important personal items like eyeglasses 
and watches; only she can be trusted to be the guardian of  people’s trash

Mann

Ms. Xi reads the 
lyrical words and tries to 
picture them coming out 
of  the heart of  the short, 
bald-headed man with 
the large fleshy growth on 
his temple.

and treasures, to cull through their secrets, to be discreet, to return what 
should be returned and keep what shouldn’t. 
 The diamond ring she found in 1992?  Only she can be trusted 
to slip it into the pocket of  the teenager whose girlfriend was pregnant. 
Only she can be trusted to fold $20 into Ms. Cameron’s pocket, because 
her child has leukemia. And only she can slip a poem into Mr. Shane’s 
pocket, a poem she has toiled over in her office between customers or late 
in the evening, a clandestine reply in an unbroken chain of  secret corre-
spondence exchanged for the last five years. No, the new girl won’t do at 
all:  at least not for emptying—or filling—the pockets. 
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Douglas HutaffLauryn Fryan

Pen

Cold or CryingCold or Crying The Master’s HandThe Master’s Hand 

Photograph: Digitally Altered

Best of  Photography – 2014 Fine Art Student Exhibition 
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Felled Rose
Alexandra Awe

Felled Rose

Loren Miller

Digital Photograph (with minor adjustments in Adobe® Photoshop®)

Still LifeStill Life

Graphite

Best of  Drawing – 2013 Fine Art Student Exhibition 
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thirteen ways... thirteen ways of  looking at a Needle 
  by Alexandra Awe

In 
 out

shard of  ice – 
the needle stabs calico.

a mother and her daughter
are TWO.

mother, daughter, and the needle 
are less than one.

3 am – 
again
again

push the needle 
through the scab
and wait 

i can tell 
when a book 
has a broken spine. 
this one presses into my thumb – 

must be a C4. 

who will find the needle?
who will sew the arms? 

the soldier – 

like the decapitated sock 

craVes 
a needle and thread.

i watched a girl 
lick 
her bleeding fingers.
all week in the needle’s shop – 
she had forgotten what the sun was.

six days
six days

for six crimson coins.

there are 7 things
a needle cannot fix – 
 

a rose petal

  dropping
 

from stem

is the cruelest kind of  permanence. 

follow the eightfold path
 through the eye
 of  the needle 

    and you will find 
 nirvana. 

Awe Awe
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too bad 
i’ve never been able to thread.

where does the clock fall?
 always at IX.

where does the compass stop?
always with the needle

 pointing 
north.

what spills from lips? – 
the needle seals the void
with thick
black 
X’s.

call on the night
the smoke
and the bone people –

they will build me a doll
and i will buy
eleven needles. 

we plucked the pine tree
to make little leaf  boats.
we sailed them in the gutter sea.

 the tree watched
 swaying in the wind – 
 twelve needles 

short
 
of  perfection.

i asked for 13 years 
before mother said yes – 

peel off  the stickers
undo the clamps.

feel the sting
of  the needle 
in my ear.

i am a woman now.

Awe Awe
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 Euphobia 
  by Allison Joseph
  
   --fear of  good news

Pray for the anxious ones, 
lower heads in silence
for the lovers of  fear, strangers
to pleasure, the nervously twitchy
yet talented people afraid 
of  their own bodies, minds,

currents running between.
Who hurt you so much 
that mention of  good news
starts your stomach churning,
skin frantic with rash,
peppermint red? Who did

you such damage that a single
thought of  success sends you
skidding to the bathroom floor,
feet unable to bear you up,
tile the easiest place to live?
No cutesy affirmations, smug

on a page-a-day calendars,
or motivational quotes on magnets
will solve this mess of  self-
loathing, miasma keeping you
from miracles, terror in the terrific
keeping you far from the victor’s

cup. If  you like, I can hold
as much good news as you
need, inflating my ego to salve yours.
When you’re ready, I can breathe
blessings into you, filling where 
you starve, mercy for marrow.

Joseph

Euphobia Hawthorne Dream Hawthorne Dream 
  by Michael Stockton

So awake, I sleep in a Hawthorne dream.
Mind thrives on sweet childhood memory
as the sun burns the horizon’s edge
like a volcano, wronged, raging at nature.
I walk along the orchard row
through dark woods on a bright day.
She whispers to me now from behind a tree
but it was a million years ago.
Autumn advances by the minute 
and Grandma cuts through apples 
miles away for pies.
The slicing through the thick, slippery 
magazine paper cuts me like the knife itself.
Like spies, daisies whisper and giggle
through the window of  the cabin.
It will be winter soon, so I
put on my best white shirt and wool pants.
I dream but cannot sleep here—
too much once happened 
and too much is still to come.

Posthumous

Stockton
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Overalls Overalls 
  by Chelsey Clammer

 In the grainy video, I sit on our front stoop. French braids, red 
and blue-dotted white shirt, loose jeans, my feet stretched out in front of  
me, roller skates affixed. White boots. Blue straps. Four wheels to match. 
Red rubber stoppers on each rollerskates’ toe. This was when roller skates 
had bulky wheels, the ones that were unphased by runaway pebbles and 
canyons in the concrete sidewalks. At this moment, in this 1986 homemade 
movie there is a good view of  those chunky rubber wheels as my legs 
extend in front of  me. I continue to sit on the stoop and do not look up 
at the camera when my father says my name. I am too busy studying my 
injured index finger. He says my name again. Again, I do not look up. I 
still do not look up when seconds later my mother comes out of  the house 
holding a hydrogen peroxide-soaked cotton ball in one hand, a Band Aid 
in the other. This could be the moment when I look at the camera, at her, 
at anything besides myself  and say “Ow, mommy.” I don’t. My mother 
says the sentiment for me.
 “Chelsey has a boo-boo,” mom says into the camera. Her thirty-
five year old face is framed by her permed blonde hair. Exorbitant kinks. 
Also, baggy white-washed denim overalls parachute around her body. 
Keds tennis shoes. White. Again, 1986.
 “Look how huge my ass is,” my mother will always say, much later, 
when I’m almost as old as she was in the video, and we are recalling one of  
the few times my father did something with a smile—video tape his family. 
This was in Laramie, Wyoming. Old Settler’s Day Parade. It was raining, 
but our family played in our front yard after the parade anyway. Eventually, 
the rain let up and I put on my rollerskates. The video continued to record.

The video recorder was borrowed from my dad’s co-worker. It will 
be the only family video we have. My mother and I watch it yearly, on 
average. Whenever the urge to hear dad’s smile rises, we watch. Hear that 
smile, yes, not see, but hear. Because Dad was the cameraman, only a 
voice heard with which to recognize him, a lilt in his laugh. His body 
unseen. He’s dead now. Three piles of  ash.

At some point my father will hand the camera over to his own 
father so he can come into view and hold his daughter’s hand (not mine—

my sister’s). As he emerges onto the screen, the viewer sees he has on a 
brown cowboy hat with a brown leather jacket to match, fringe hanging 
from the arms. 

Now, in 2014, his body is in those three piles of  ash—one in 
Denver and on my mantel, one in Texas with my sister, and the rest in 
a tub in my mother’s basement soon to be spread in Glenwood Springs. 
It’s the purple tub that also contains our family’s one homemade video. 
The video stays there, silent, waiting, possibly brooding until it is taken 
out that one time each year in order to remember.
 “Look how huge my ass is,” my mother says, yearly.
 This is not about my mother’s ass.
 This is about my boo-boo.
 Though not that one. 

In the video, the end of  my French 
braids have red ribbons bowtied onto them. 
The braids slither around my shoulder and red 
ribbons rest on the left side of  my three-year-old 
chest. Before my father enters into the picture, 
my roller-skated feet are still in front of  me. My 
small left hand is still squeezing the index finger 
that has a cut. 

Mom walks up behind me from the front 
door. “Chelsey has a boo-boo.” She stands next to me, her white-washed 
overalls the brightest thing on the screen. Yes, overalls. Yes white-washed. 
Proof, again, of  1986. As she squats down to my level, her overalls 
marshmallowing her body, she makes a meticulous and steady series 
of  movements. Open the Band Aid. Wrap it around my finger. Ball up 
the bit of  Band Aid trash. Put it in her pocket. Then, once my finger is 
doctored up, she kisses it.
 As if  lips could make everything better. As if  my mother’s mouth 
could heal me.
 I wish.
 Later, her motherly mouth will not be here to help me heal. July 
20, 2008 I walked home from a bar alone that night. You can imagine 
what happened next.
 This is the boo-boo I’m talking about.

Clammer Clammer

After the 
assault I followed 
her body and 
promptly stopped 
eating.
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She might not have known how to address the ensuing panic, how 
to tenderly touch the pain to recognize it, how to massage the depression 
and anxiety out of  me. And so she did nothing. Forget touch, I would have 
settled for even just a small collection of  her soothing words. 

Because there was a man who ran up behind me. He was a man 
who touched me. After the fact of  his hands finally released themselves 
from my body I became a hollowed-out me, a me who could no longer 
remember how to feel solid. 
 Owe, mommy.
 Next day, on the phone with my mother. I tell her about the man, 

his hands. She doesn’t say much. Doesn’t do 
anything. I hear her breathing, also the sound 
of  her mind scrambling to find a way to switch 
the subject. No Band Aid can fix this. She seeks 
out unrelated words as I wonder if  she’s trying 
to ignore or is it avoid her maternal instincts 
to tend to her hurting daughter. Perhaps it is 
all just too much. Regardless, I still yearned to 
hear something resembling comfort—just an I’m 
sorry. Just a How are you doing? Just an I’m here for 
you. None of  these phrases formed in her mouth. 

My violated body needed a balm only my mother could provide.
 But she wasn’t there to kiss it.
 A few years later, I confront my mother about not coming to care 
for the broken, assaulted me. She has her reasons.
 Chelsey, I thought you could just get through it. You’re so strong.
 A compliment, perhaps?
 Chelsey, I didn’t think it was that big of  a deal.
 A delusion, perhaps?
 Either way, a mother nowhere near.
 So I told myself  to just keep going. So I told myself  to continue on 
without a mother’s touch. I went off  on my own into this healing journey, 
a bit wobbly.

 Overall, her care was there. It just never came to me.
 About her overalls.
 Her ass does look big in that video. The overalls further adding 
to her backside plump pillow. Though my mother no longer looks like 
this. Almost thirty years later she’s just 100 pounds—has been for years. 
After the assault I followed her body and promptly stopped eating. My 
ass should have been the size of  hers in that video. Healthy. Fleshy. But 
instead of  resembling my mother’s past form, I trimmed my body down 
to match her present one. Starved my body because I didn’t know what 
else to do with all of  the anxiety. PTSD. My body became tangible proof  
that the assault was more than not a big deal, was something I couldn’t just 
get through.
 And about my boo-boo.

In the video she finishes up the final touches of  her Band Aid 
operation, then kisses my bandaged finger. I stand up still not saying 
anything, still not looking her way. I plunk my roller skates through the 
wet front lawn, past the gate and then roll along. My father captures me 
on video going off  on my own, wobbling. Think: fawn. 

Back down the sidewalk, over the canyons in the concrete, past the 
runaway pebbles.

Away from her perm and white-washed overalls.

Forget touch, I 
would have settled 
for even just a small 
collection of  her 
soothing words.

Clammer Clammer
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...Won’t Dance Humphrey Bogart Won’t Dance 

  by Rebecca Rowley

Let’s pretend it’s 1947. The clock has just struck 3:00 a.m. on the 
kind of  morning that jazzmen write about. Moonlight and neon filter in 
through my office blinds while I play a bluesy sax theme in my head. This 
day, just hours old, already has the feel of  a Bogart flick. In daylight, I 
may be a bookkeeper for a glorified fish monger, but in these dark hours, 
after the warehouse has gone silent, I meet my calling. A paper private eye 
solving crime in the gears of  my typewriter.

Alester Morton, P.I.

I watch the door, anticipating some sleek dame in red silk to come 
bursting in with problems, a doll who wears her clothes like a second skin 
with murder most foul resting on the tips of  her manicured nails. I want 
her to bring me a case full of  nighttime romps, plenty of  black eyes and 
blue moods. Yet, I sit alone in the dark with an imagined Bogart voiceover. 
So, I start writing. 

Something about the uneven crystalline water in the harbor 
unsettled me. The waves lost their usual rhythmic flow. The 
body had been weighted enough to keep it under the waves, 
but the laws of dead wood gave it a natural rise. Someone 
hadn’t done their job right.

But now what?

Outside my window I can see the moon hanging bloated and white. 
To the east, lights flicker across five city blocks. The glaze of  rain on the 
streets glitter with the green fingers of  traffic lights and red neon signs on 
motel posts. I can hear the streets humming with the vibration of  police 
sirens. A steady stream of  black cars snake around the corner, headlights 
turned off. Meanwhile, a lone sedan speeds away from the harbor and 
then disappears around the corner of  Sparrow Road and Monroe Blvd. 

I close my eyes for a moment and imagine the police station 
bubbling with the latest unsolved homicide—corpse still dripping, suspects 
laying out alibis like blueprints, press agents scrambling for morsels. All 
while some half-conscious officer cuts the body out of  its weighted net, 
the falling drops infused with red. All that tension caught in moonlight; all 
that drama begging to appear in print. 

I open my eyes and face my reality. By the time I could get out 
of  my office to go find the story’s trail, the mistress would already be 
under interrogation. The business partner would have fled. Cops would 
be smoking dime cigars with six-hour-old coffee stains on their button 
down shirts. Ordinary gumshoes would have infiltrated the unit for clues, 
leaving nothing original for me. 

The story has probably already been done. Over. Finished. And 
released. 

I know I need something new. So, I tear the page of  trite clichés 
from my typewriter and fed a hungry new sheet into the rollers, where it 
will then wait for inspiration.

The four o’clock hour is easing toward five. I adjust and readjust 
my eyes to the dull blue light turning gold and dividing the horizon from 
the water’s edge. I open my pane a little further and catch a wafting scent 
of  perfume and guilty perspiration. A half-open motel window east of  
the harbor catches my attention. The curtains sway in the breeze of  a 
late night rendezvous. Maybe a wife charges in. Maybe there is a gunshot 
masked by the fog sirens and gusty wind. 

Only, I hear nothing.
The first spire of  sunlight crests the horizon and I begin returning 

my desk to business order in anticipation of  another day. Before bidding 
my fantasy life farewell for another night, I gaze out at the harbor and the 
looming cityscape.

The sun does not signal the start of  a new day but the end of  
another long night of  missed opportunity. Stories of  long-legged intrigue 
fade with the dawn. Fictional criminals crawl off  with the evacuating 
darkness. Another mug shot yellows. Another lipstick smear gets washed 
off  a glass. The bleaching rays of  daylight wipe out the cold truth of  the 
city and give way to muddled morning confusion. Average citizens

Rowley Rowley
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will soon take to the sidewalks and smudge the fingerprints on storefront 
windows, telephone booths and park benches. All the while, I sit alone 
with not a word on the page, helpless as another night’s story shall soon 
become contaminated by the simple, cluttered nonsense of  the day. 

But then my eyes glance downward. From my vantage point two 
stories above the harbor, I watch a shadow slink around in the maze of  
dark corners in the distance. I drop my gaze to the alley and glimpse a 
running shadow. It’s hard to tell in the gray light but the figure moves as 
if  searching for something through the windows of  the warehouse. The 
shadow dodges left and right. But ultimately, a simple look won’t do. The 
dark silhouette darts to the cove of  my building’s entry. If  I strain my ears, 
I can almost hear a pin slip in, the lock jiggle, the latch pop, and the hinges 
yawn. 

Feeling bold like Bogart, I carry myself  toward the hall and take a 
post in the doorway. To my left, the corridor lays black and short. To my 
right, the walls are speckled with administrative doors, cracked panels, 
and a gridded window over the stairwell. Its checked panes offer a glimpse 
of  the city skyline, but no threats below it.

In my head, I begin a monologue that my character would preach 
about facing hard times in small spaces because he made the mistake of  
helping a friend out of  a jam. I’m ready to jump back to my typewriter 
to take notes when I hear a bump and squeal like a door handle being 
twisted off. A dragging scratch follows as if  the intruder has a turned ankle 
that announces him when he walks. Next comes a thump. A rattle, a tick 
and a hum. 

If  I’d been holding a notepad, I could have sketched him just from 
the sounds. The intruder: heavy and square with rusty stubble and half  
moon eyes. In my story, he would be wearing leather and stained denim. 
His pocket would bulge with his weapon of  choice. A wrench perhaps? 
No, make that a knife, a knife with a thick handle that burly men use on 
fishing boats. No, better yet, a fragment of  a saw blade. If  I can only keep 
the momentum long enough to get back to my blank pages.

A splintering squeak and a sharp metallic ping send a shiver from 
my ankles to my shoulder blades. I turn a brave front toward the stairs 
and a quivering back to my office. My nerves are ready to tango quietly 
back to the safety of  my typewriter, but I remind myself  that Bogart never 
backed down. 

My left leg extends in a whopping stride. I puff  out my chest to 
show any intruder that he isn’t messing with an average man. I lengthen 
my neck and roll my gaze down the uneven steps leading to the warehouse 
floor. The shadows below are still; whereas, mine have the shakes.

A grainy waft of  dust spins up without warning as I begin my 
descent down the stairs. It’s all I can do not to choke on the particles and 
give away my position.

Below the stairs comes a thump-whack. A second later, a shim-
shoop. My hands curl into fists, reminding me they hold no weapon of  
any kind. My trim frame won’t project much of  a threat to an escaped 
convict with a shiv in one hand and a chain in the other. 

I pause on the last step. The warehouse floor is bare of  inventory 
and slightly cluttered with supplies. Threads of  shadows tangle across 
the concrete floor like an open-weave blanket. My eyes stretched and 
adjusted to the dim light. No motion. 
No damsel’s cry. 

I fill my throat with bravery and 
cry, “Who’s there?”

My voice crackes like a choir 
boy, echoing back to me. I lower my 
octave and speak again.

“The police are on their way. 
Now’s the time to run.”

The darkness offers no response.
“I’ll give you to the count of  

eight and then it’s you and me.”
I click my tongue to simulate the sound of  a hammer being pulled 

back on a gun. The darkness responds with a thud and a soft drag.
I stomp my foot suddenly, hoping to rouse the intruder with an 

unexpected noise and pray he doesn’t have a gun. My efforts rouse only 
some debris lying on the step. I stomp again. Something in the dark clinks. 
I see a small metal object rolling towards me. Whether it’s a dime or a 
bullet casing, I don’t wait around to find out. 

Rowley Rowley

I stomp my foot 
suddenly, hoping to  
rouse the intruder with 
an unexpected noise  
and pray he doesn’t  
have a gun.
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Golden EagleMy feet pound the stairs and propel me into the comfort of  my 
office. My fingers flutter. My hands grope for my trusty telephone to call 
the authorities. I get the receiver into my grasp and freeze.

The beat of  ascending steps drum against the hollow stairs.
I start to dial but can barely hold a steady finger above each button. 

Outside my door, I hear the thump and scrape again…then again…and 
a third time more. I envision the killer dragging a lame ankle. My mind 
scrambles back and forth between the image of  the chain in his left hand 
and the knife in his right. Which would he use?

I press the phone’s receiver to my ear with the quaking grip of  a 
doomed victim, not a cool detective. As the line rings, a shadow stretches 
across the frosted pane set in my office door. The shadow is certainly 
human, short and stocky with a rounded head like a pill capsule.

“Who are you?” I cry, my voice vacillating between choir boy and 
fog horn.

The knob turns, but the shadow remains silent.
This is it, I tell myself. This is the moment the writer loses to the story.
In my mind, I can see no pleasant ending for the hero. No weapon. 

No witness. No escape except to jump from the window down to the frigid 
water.

I take a breath and tell myself  to fight back like a man, but as the 
door begins to open, my eyes flood like a rain gauge. I heard a scream, 
sharp and desperate like Fay Wray, but to my horror the cry is not from 
an elegant lady in trouble—it’s me shrieking as the world fades to black.

Rowley Monique Grant

Golden Eagle

Digital Photograph
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Aspens Caught in the Act
Jason Colbourne

Aspens

Digital Photograph

Doug Reese

Caught in the Act

Digital Photograph
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Decoupage Birds
Huner

 Decoupage Birds
  by Holly Huner

Little palette knives.
Porcelain statues
Perching upon trees
Gazing at the world.
Wings white
Like slabs of  marble. 
Swerving, dipping, tumbling
Into clumps of  sunflowers
Made of  gold leaf
And green glass leaves.
I am not like
Pink flamingos perched
On legs thin as a paintbrush,
Sitting still as a graveyard. 
I am a woodpecker,
Unable to cease movement, 
Tapping to the beat
Of  a rhythm-less song 
Stuck in my head. 
I am all of  these birds, the
Peacocks with their
Stained glass tails that
Strut through the grass
Placing themselves on exhibition.
The birds are artists,
Quill pens,
Drawing letters of  calligraphy.

Mostly I am just 
One bird,
A pigeon made of  stone
Waits on the street corner
Remaining stationary,
A still life painting.
Mostly I am darkness, I am 
Blackbirds made of  charcoal who
Cut their way through the sky.
If  any fall from the sky
They drop like rocks
Shattering on the pavement 
And scatter,
Pieces of  broken pottery. 

Huner
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All in
Barnes Barnes

 All in   by Shawna Barnes

  Only with my heart may I know the sky
  Sprawl inside the breath within the breath

         Dine where secrets, desires and longings traverse junket 
  Endeavors keen to high five tree climbing goats 

Soar atop, among Bali Festival kites
                Silver 

   Teal 
                                                Twisting 

  Shimmery 
                                              Swirling 

 Dragon tails 
     Exotic Sumac wafts heavenward

                 Catching me aloft billowy dewy cushions 
                                Plumped by saturated suspended air
                        Connect the dots of  the Inga Rapids
                           Huddled in defense of  the Congo River

                                       When I stub my heart sparks of  florescent yellow 
               Orange luminous gases permeate brackish, soiled air 
                      Placid rainbows of  love lost and regrets 

Broadcast diminishing signals of  hope promised
     Poets 
  Lie 

                                                                                  While 
                                                                               Politicians 
                                                                          Champion the 
                                                                      Buried 
                                                                  Wants of  man
                       Drizzled among the starfish shaped 

Voyeurs derive Socratic gratification from
        Naked verse and unveiled stanza

A pocketful of  Benjamins secures 
          Once upon a time and happily ever after

Oh heavens
FORGET THAT

    I     extend      my    wings       the      expanse          of          99        fertile
                  Wildflower fields not to be 

               Melted by 10,000 rapturous suns
Sólo con mi corazón podré conocer el cielo
 (Only with my heart may I know the sky)
Sólo tú conoces mis secretos, deseos y anhelos)
 (Only you know my secrets, desires and longings)

        I inhale the universe thru my 
Vapid pores only to 

       Exhale glimmer run amuck 
Corral and anticipate my eagerness
   My ecstasy

Sealed with a concrete bow
I return to home plate
    Slamming down drippy
        Syrupy waffles
             Strapping bacon
                  Bulbous blueberries

Sumptuous scrambled
                             Drunk alongside a sun shiny orange juice centerpiece
                 Satiated 

             Touch me once I cry the cry of  a spoiled daddy’s girl
  Touch me with the pulse of  my cursor and I crash through centuries 
        Touch me with each breath and my soul is the Phoenix rising 
                         Good golly 
                         I am the sun
                         The moon and 
                         The stars
                         I am the face, body and soul of  the galactic sphere
Reverberating across the 
     Lightening green hood of  my Tesla Roadster in 3.7 seconds

Forever utterly enraptured
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Author Biographies
Poetry

Barnes

Alexandra Awe

Alexandra Awe is a concurrent enrollment ACC student and 
high school student. She enjoys exploring the world through poetry and 
photography. 

Shawna Barnes 

Shawna Barnes enjoys exploring the depth and breadth of  
writing about the human experience, has a few published short stories 
and is a long time Colorado resident and an ACC Community Ed 
student.

Daniel P. Beadle 

Daniel P. Beadle is a sophomore at Arapahoe Community 
College focusing on Creative Writing. He was awarded the Writers 
Studio Scholarship and was a past Student President of  the Writers 
Studio Club. His writing passions include poetry and Creative non-
fiction. 

Ronald Green

Ronald Green wings with magpie mentors in saskatoon groves 
of  ancient tales. He instructs holistic education and cultural recovery 
though invocation of  the duende.

Author Biographies

Poetry

              Until the next time
       You dig me, Rumi?
       Whatever they say do nothing

Spanish lyrics source: www.donquijote.org/spanishlanguage/love/poem-1.asp
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Holly Huner

Holly Huner is a Colorado resident and a recent 2013 graduate 
from ACC. An avid writer she is hoping to one day be a novelist. At the 
moment she works as a page in a nearby library, a job that she absolutely 
loves. She was fortunate enough to be on the Progenitor staff  last year and 
is excited to see how this year’s magazine looks.

Allison Joseph 

Allison Joseph lives, writes, and teaches in Carbondale, Illinois, 
where she is on the creative faculty at Southern Illinois University. The 
author of  several books of  poems, she has most recently published My 
Father’s Kites (Steel Toe Books) and Trace Particles (Backbone Press).

Catherine Kyle

Catherine Kyle is a Ph.D. student in English at Western Michigan 
University. Her writing, artwork, and graphic narratives have appeared 
and are forthcoming in The Rumpus, WomenArts Quarterly, Superstition 
Review, and elsewhere. Her hybrid-genre chapbook, “Feral Domesticity,” 
is forthcoming from Robocup Press this summer. 

Rosanne Sterne

Rosanne Sterne is an award-winning poet, watercolorist and 
flutist. Her first poetry chapbook, Dancing in the Gaps, was published in 
2010 by Finishing Line Press. She has been both an ACC Community 
Ed student and teacher.

Michael Stockton (1973-2011)

A Colorado native, Michael wrote Hawthorne Dream in 1991 at 
the age of  17 while a student at Columbine High School. He attended 
ACC from fall 2009 thru spring 2011 pursuing a literary degree. He 
was passionate about poetry and wrote more than 200 poems during 
his lifetime. his dream was to someday become a famous poet but died 
before fulfilling that dream. (Patsy Stockton, mother)

Rosemerry Trommer (Winner of  2013 Writers Studio Poetry 
Contest)

Rosemerry Wahtola Trommer’s poetry has appeared in O 
Magazine, in back alleys, on A Prairie Home Companion and on river rocks. 
Favorite one-word mantra: Adjust.

Chelsey Clammer

Chelsey has been published in The Rumpus and The Nervous 
Breakdown among others, and is the Managing and Nonfiction Editor for 
The Doctor T.J. Eckleburg Review. www.chelseyclammer.com.

Julie Aigner Clark

Julie is an entrepreneur, a children’s author and the founder of  
Baby Einstein. The Stage was inspired by her two-time battle with breast 
cancer. 

Denise Fisher

Denise, a native of  northern Colorado, is writing a collection 
of  essays about returning to her hometown. Her work has appeared in 
Camas magazine.

Tiffany Hauck (Winner of  2013 Writers Studio Non-Fiction 
contest)

Tiffany is a native of  Pacific Northwest and holds an MFA from 
Pacific University. She has been published in Hippocampus and Split Lip 
magazines. 

Non-FictionNon-Fiction
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Art & Photography
Sharon Cairns Mann

Sharon has a B.A. in English and M.A. in Communication. She 
lives in Denver and enjoys writing, psychotherapy, mosaics, and family.

Leanne Gregg

Leanne is a 2009 graduate of  ACC and a recent graduate of  the 
University of  Colorado Denver where she majored in English-Creative 
Writing.

Kathy Kaiser (Winner of  2013 Writers Studio Fiction Contest)

  Kathy is a writer and editor living in Boulder, Colorado.

Rebecca Rowley

Rebecca is a native Coloradoan and has been writing short 
fiction that features a blend of  tragedy and empathetic humor for twenty 
years. She is currently working on an MBA specializing in Sports and 
Entertainment Management.

Jason Colbourne

Jason attended Arapahoe Community College in 2013. He 
now attends Metropolitan State University of  Denver  and majors in 
Photojournalism.

Lauryn Fryan

Lauryn became serious about drawing when she was twelve years 
old. She loves pen and ink and hopes to someday go to school for a 
Bachelors in the Fine Arts to increase her skills in this medium.

Monique Grant

Monique Grant is a fine art photographer who has always had a 
love and passion for photography. Her on-going mission is to explore the 
beauty of  the world and ultimately to create images that inspire, provoke 
thought, evoke emotion, and rekindle the natural spirit. 

Candice Hughes

Candice is currently enrolled as an Undergraduate Sophomore 
in the ACC Health Information Technology program. She is a devoted 
mother and wife who enjoys spending time with her family, modeling, 
voice-over acting, the clarinet and violin, poetry, and photography.

Kitty Huguley (First Place Winner 2013 ACC Student Art 
Show for Jewelry and Metalwork) 

Kitty  is a graduate of  Arapahoe Community College where 
she received an Associates Degree in General Studies and found her 
calling in the design and production of  fine jewelry using as her base 
Gemstones, Minerals and Precious Metals.

FictionFiction Art & Photography
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Douglas Hutaff

Douglas attends ACC and studies photography. Originally 
from California he had the luck of  studying with Ansel Adams. His 
photograph “The Master’s Hand” won best of  photography for the 
2014 Fine Art Student Juried Exhibition.

Loren Miller (Best of  Show for Drawing 2013 ACC Student  
Art Show)

Loren is an Art Education major, attending Arapahoe 
Community College. This piece, a graphite medium sketch of  a still life, 
was produced in Marsha Wooley’s Art I class period.

Amy Mower

Amy started as a beginning jewelry student in 2006 with Randy 
Burns as her instructor and loves working with  textured metal to create 
unique pieces.

Doug Reese

Douglas works predominantly in digital photography and 
printing. His oeuvre also includes digital video projects. He has shown 
and published his work locally and nationally. Reese teaches digital 
photography workflow through ACC Continuing Education. 

Amanda Lee Richardson

Amanda hopes to one day go to art school and become an 
animator for Disney, Dreamworks, Nickelodeon, etc. The idea of  being 
able to make her art not only her career but a form of  entertainment to 
others has been a dream for many years now.

Laurie Tompkins

Laurie retired after 30 years in the corporate world and began 
classes in pottery. She soon realized she had found a creative medium in 
which to express herself. 

Submission Guidelines
Progenitor accepts only original material that has not been 

published elsewhere. Submissions for the 2015 Progenitor including 
poetry, nonfiction, screenplay excerpts and art and photography will be 
accepted from May 2014 and must be received by mid-February 2015 
(exact date TBA). Only electronic copy entries will be accepted. For 
details on submission go to:  www.arapahoe.edu/progenitor.

Progenitor is produced by the English 231 Literary Magazine 
class and MDG Capstone 281class at Arapahoe Community College, 
Littleton, Colorado. Funding for the publication is provided by the 
English Department. To insure impatiality in the selection of  pieces 
submitted for publication, contributor’s names were removed prior 
to evaluation by the staff. Opinions expressed in the Progenitor do not 
necessarily reflect those of  the Progenitor stafff  or the administration, 
faculty, staff  or students of  Arapahoe Community College. Submissions 
are the sole property of  the contributor.

Progenitor also publishes the winners of  the ACC Writers Studio 
Literary Contest. This contest is open to all Colorado resident. Details 
can be found at arapahoe.edu/writerstudio. Progenitor also publishes 
the winners of  the ACC Fine Art Student Juried Exhibition. Both of  
these contests are held yearly and announced on the ACC website.

Colophon
Progenitor 2014 was created using Adobe® InDesign® CC, Adobe® 

Illustrator® CC and Adobe® Photoshop® CC. Typefaces were Baskerville 
and Apple Chancery. Our printing was done by MIDO using Serling 
70# Dull Book White for the text pages, Topkote Dull 100#, White 
for the art pages. Cover is Topkote Dull Cover 100#, White. Ink colors 
are BLK + PMS/2S and 4CP/2S for text. Cover ink colors are 4CP + 
Flood Satin AQ + Flood Soft Touch AQ/4CP + Flood Satin AQ. 

 Photo submissions by students and community mebmers. 
Price per copy - $10.25 each.

 Copyright 2014 Progenitor. Rights revert to the author upon 
publication with the provision Progenitor receives credit.
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Douglas Hutaff, 71, was born in California, spent a few years in 
Hawaii with his parents, and now lives in Colorado attending ACC. His 
photograph “The Master Hand” won Best of  Photography in this year’s 
Fine Art Student Juried Exhibition. This photographer received his first 
‘brownie box’ camera when he was 7 years old, moving on to a 35 mm later 
on and upgrading along the way. Hutaff  has taken film and photography 
classes and paints as well. He says, “Art is what comes from your heart.”  
Having an open mind he has learned a lot from his peers here at ACC and 
his idols. By sheer luck he happened to meet Ansel Adams at his famous 
Carmel studio in California. While going out to take photos with him and 
some students, Hutaff  vaguely remembers Adams saying,” If  you like the 
picture, that’s the important part.” 

This digitally altered photograph is described by Hutaff  as being his 
Master’s hand in the world. By making the photo appear to be unfinished, 
he illuminates the idea that we are never finished. There is always more 
change to be done to us. A God-fearing man and refreshingly honest artist, 
Hutaff  brings forth the beautiful and spiritual aspects of  art by combining 
texture and color to an unfinished canvas. The staff  at Progenitor Literary 
& Arts Journal is ecstatic to have the work of  such a talented artist on 
our cover who represents our school and comments exquisitely on our 
motto “Progenitores Sumus” “We are the Ancestors.” We all create art for 
generations to come that will inspire and motivate our children and our 
children’s children. 

Sarah VanDermyden, Co-Editor

We are the ancestors – 

Of  art, of  emotions, of  all of  the intricate particularities that bud through-
out the human race. We feel, we express, and we leave our marks. The lenses 
through which we experience our lives are made manifest and imprinted onto 
the world around us through our written words, our visual art, and snapshots of  
the sometimes clandestine significance lurking within it. These are our artifacts, 
sculpted with intention and care, emanating the discourse of  a time unlike any 
other, artifacts which sing the songs of  introspection and contemplation of  the 
human story.

The 21st century prides itself  on technological and material advancement, 
yet these triumphs of  evolution will someday be the ashy stepping stones to visions 
grander than we have yet to imagine. We are surely the predecessors of  levels 
of  innovation which couldn’t have been envisioned even a few generations ago, 
but the lineage of  those who’ve overseen the transmogrification of  the material 
world is abundant and universal – and growing at a steady pace. Even so, there 
are no fossilized remains of  simpler times or of  the origins of  the vast labyrinthine 
society around us, as the pace of  the world is unrelenting and tangible things of  
the past are already beneath our feet. What has been preserved, however, is the 
elaborate and rich world which is contained within the human mind and the hu-
man heart; the ethereal has not succumbed to the erosion of  the physical world. 
And so through the expressed voices and perceptions of  those who came before 
us we can cultivate a picture of  the past, and realize inevitably that even amidst 
an ever-changing environment, the breadth and depth of  the human essence has 
remained uninterrupted. 

 
It is a primal urge for human beings to desire to be seen, to be heard. We 

are stimulated to create in concrete form that which we cannot touch within us, 
and give it as a gift to the world around us – a narration of  a single thread of  the 
worldwide tapestry, telling a well-known story through the filter of  an individual. 
This is how we conserve and perpetuate humanity. 

The Progenitor is a means of  this upholding of  the human story. This year 
it is saturated in the thoughtful reflections of  what it means to be a person at this 
time in our cultural chronology. Contemplations on illness, loss, identity, and the 
obscurity of  truth are bestrewn throughout this issue – evidence of  the immortal 
polarities shifting innately within all humans. Evidence, also, of  our position as the 
ancestors of  highs and lows to come, as each piece of  candid gold therein rever-
berates the wisdom of  familiarity with our present time. 

Melissa Black, Progenitor Staff


